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 Dear Reader,
 It’s been seven years since our last issue. Or maybe 
it’s just felt that long. I’d apologize for the interval be-
tween issues, but how the fuck is anyone supposed to ac-
complish anything anymore? Every single day, humanity 
hits a new low. Every day we’re handed a new arbitrary 
characteristic to judge. To fear. To hate. Gender, sexu-
al orientation, disability, birthplace, heritage, religion. 
Now we’re imprisoning the infants of people seeking 
asylum from conflicts ignited by our government based 
on these unfounded fears.
 Oh, and we’re supposed to be afraid of commies 
again. Remember the Red Scare? Communism is not 
a legitimtate threat to American democracy, and has 
never been. Treason, corruption, tyranny, greed, and 
the tactics that accompany them are the true hammers 
bashing away at our democracy, not the preferred finan-
cial model of failing regimes.
 Though communism would never fly in the US, 
capitalism in its current state must be replaced, or at very 
least significantly improved. Much like the two-party 
system, capitalism is a worn cog in a machine that’s long 
outlasted its initial function. It’s time to upgrade our parts 
and replace the controls, not alienate the very people this 
country was founded to protect, yourself included.  
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MacKinley Greenlaw

I wasn’t sure if I should pull the corkscrew 
out or leave it. The metal, though clean 

thank god, had punctured a lung and like-
ly kabobed other deep meats on its way be-
tween my third and fourth ribs. Each breath 
flapped like a withering party balloon, the 
air tasting increasingly metallic. My naked 
feet were spattered brown with blood, leav-
ing thin streaks on the tile as I shuffled across 
the kitchen toward the phone, charging at an 
outlet 100 light years away. 

Come Kill Me!
 Two months of olive oil and chicken 
fat guided my hand across the range, rings 
clacking against burners and grains of dried 
rice collecting in the valleys of my fingers. A 
warm glass of Riesling taunted me from the 
lip of the sink. A dirty dish moments ago, 
now a golden icon. Oh, to stop and down 
that last sip. To get buzzed and bleed out at 
the foot of my dishwasher like a silverfish. 
 A cough wet my chin with what I hoped 
was saliva and I buckled, catching myself 

on the countertop. There was a groan from 
the living room and something knocked to 
the floor. He was alive, awake. I quickened 
my shuffle, gagging on each sharp intake of 
air, painting my own crime scene with each 
saturated step. Fumbling with the phone, 
I struggled to unlock it; my fat thumbs 
botching my passcode, fingerprints unable 
to scan. A heavy shoulder hit the wall op-
posite my head, knocking a pan loose from 
its hook. I winced as it clattered to the floor, 
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lost in the cacophony, furious with my slick, 
greasy hands. Somehow, I broke through my 
phone’s arbitrary defenses and punched the 
numbers.
 “911, what’s your emergency?”
 Woozy, I slumped against the fridge. 
Fluid welled up in my throat and I swal-
lowed, forcing it back into the perforated 
dome of my gut. 
 “Should I pull the corkscrew out,” I 
asked, “or leave it?” 

 The day had begun the same as all 
others. My lids peeled open to a void, eyes 
straining to focus on nothing, brain loaded 
down with Ibuprofen and residual alcohol. 
Motel-grade drapes stifled the sunlight, cre-
ating a pitch that would panic most people. 
My bedding was a heavy Dutch oven of farts, 
sweat, and popcorn kernels dragged in by 
my perpetually bare feet. I scoured the mat-
tress for my phone, finally retrieving it from 
under my left tit. The screen lit up, searing 
the time into my retinas: 7:35. AM or PM 
was TBD. I shut off my alarm and lay frozen, 
denying the eventuality of my rising.

 The greater percentage of my apart-
ment is dark. I chose the unit for its lack of 
natural light, preferring to create my own 
pockets of visibility away from windows, 
mirrors, or eyes. After determining myself to 
be on the AM side of daylight, I rolled out of 
bed, hobbled into the living room, and part-
ed the vertical blinds. One, two, three twists 
was enough. A slat of light shot in at a morn-
ing angle and fried my lashes, caving in my 
forehead. I can never anticipate the horror 
of morning. It’s always a deafening surprise.
 Breakfast was cold mushroom risot-
to and a cup of mango Greek yogurt. I sat 
on the sofa, hunching over the coffee table, 
brushing back the piles of Target receipts and 
toenail clippings. My leg jerked over a damp 
carpet stain, knocking about ten empty wa-
ter bottles across the floor. One came to rest 
under a plank of hard light by the window, 
refracting a liquid beam up to the ceiling. The 
projected image looked like a fat, holy angel, 
ready to manhandle me home to Jordan or 
otherwise, and I grinned until she was killed 
by a passing cloud. Small pleasures. 
 Peeling the yogurt lid, already cracked 

open and rejected a week ago, I surveyed my 
bounty. The surface was broken and watery, 
past expiration. Across the fruity bog and 
down into the dairy crevasse, a gnat kicked 
and drowned, its tracheae choked with fac-
tory farmed syrup. Its brief bug journey—
from egg to squirming larva to sex-crazed 
food arrow—was to end right here, in my 
cup. A stiff remnant in a tart, creamy grave. 
Jealously swelled in my throat so on, went 
the TV. Sitcoms. Nice and loud.

 Work, too, was more of the same. As I 
walked up the stairs to the windowless vault 
housing my station, I heard my office mate’s 
nebulizer whirring. His ghastly, rattling 
cough, bolstered by decades of cigarette 
phlegm, and the perpetual sucking intakes 
punctuated by shaking hands. He was a one 
hundred-year-old man at age sixty, savaged 
by bad habits and isolation. I took the last 
two steps at half pace.
 “Hi, Frank,” I said, rounding the corner 
and sitting down.
 “Heymm,” he wheezed.
 He was editing audio from today’s ral-
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ly at about twenty decibels above acceptable 
volume. A young woman’s voice—a Dem 
Socialist hitting back against a Republican 
incumbent—repeated why Medicare for all 
on an ear shattering loop. Frank could nev-
er get the clips right, cutting off Ts and Ss, 
stripping quotes of context and timing, and 
generally making people sound like glitchy 
maniacs. Perfect really, for this right-wing 
radio enterprise.
 “This bitch,” he said, clearly. “This god-
damn bitch,” and settled on is why Medicare 
for all is the only viable solouti— Taking an-
other fat tug of oxygen, he bounced the clip 
down to Mp3 and put it in the system, ready 
for our stable of cow country shock jocks to 
exploit at their discretion. I flipped on my 
computer and buttoned my blouse straight 
up to the top, suddenly freezing.

 Men kill women every day, seemingly 
all day. This is not news to me, but is, in fact, 
the news. I sat at my desktop, knees locked 
together, scrolling through item after item: 
the daily parade of if-it-bleeds-it-leads lo-
cal news gems I’m tasked with aggregating. 

Most common are the low-grade domestic 
scuffles, wife beatings, child endangerment, 
DSS calls and Planned Parenthood protests. 
Second tier are the killings, honor burnings, 
kidnappings, and isolated sex trafficking. 
Third tier are the serial killers, and mass 
shootings. Always men, always spurned and 
sympathetic, never DOA. 
 Their frequency has increased tenfold 
since the election. Talk around the water 
cooler has become more aggressive, the as-
sholes emboldened and more robust. Walk-
ing by the break room, I heard one random 
station mate say … idiotic, all lives matter. 
Then, without a beat, if they touch my car 
I’ll shoot them. I craned my neck to catch a 
glimpse of him, but only saw khaki pants, 
pastel button-ups, and caught a just whiff 
aftershave coupled with lingering fart. It 
could’ve been any man in the room. Every 
man in the room. 
 Five days a week I drown, sinking 
further and further into the mottled foam 
cushion on my mid-century office chair. But 
I’ve kept stolid. Retained a staunch charac-
ter and an even tone. I have a master’s in 

communication, New York experience, and 
I’ve interned at top-level cable news entities. 
At the end of the day, though, with debtors 
looming and my bank account in the red, I 
took ten for a fourteen-dollar job where I 
must continuously prove I can hang. This is 
why I was reluctantly hired. I sit at my desk, 
fogging up my screen with hot, sour breath, 
and hang. I do my job, no complaints.
 Today’s offerings were predictably 
grim. I cull one standout from the grotesque-
rie: Police Find Bodies Believed to be Man’s 
Missing Wife, Daughters. I scanned the de-
tails, butchering off the gristle and curating 
the meat into nice, clean copy. Beheaded, 
stuffed in oil drums, suspicious smell, what-
not, what have you. He was a nice guy, lov-
ing father, kept to himself. Perp walk, orange 
jump suit. 
 Frank’s oxygen pump hissed to life, 
and the sucking commenced on schedule. 
He hacked a ragged chunk of mucus into 
the trash between drags and banged on his 
keyboard with heavy fingers. A voice roared 
through the speakers, distorted and shrill. 
Another young woman, eager crowd in the 
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background whistling, repeated in short, 
ugly bursts. The recording was terrible. 
 … move to abolish ICE …
 … to abolish ICE …
 … move to abolis …
 He could never get the timing right.
 “Can you believe this bitch?” he asked.
 I looked over and he was attempting eye 
contact, still as a corpse, actually waiting for 
an answer, the question not rhetorical. Oxy-
gen mask drooping, his massive ears folded 
over in elephantine flaps, rheumy eyes leak-
ing at the edges. I’d never seen a human be-
ing more alone.
 “Yeah,” I said, looking him square in 
the face, “someone should kill the cunt.”
 That tickled him pink.

 I can’t commit suicide. I just can’t do it. 
People say the act is for cowards, prescribed 
to those frail folk who can’t handle the world 
with its myriad suppressions. But I’ll be 
damned if it isn’t the hardest thing I’ve ever 
tried. And have I tried, boy howdy.
 I left work early claiming cramps, which 
is equal parts cheap and effective. The station 

manager, Ross, can’t hide his distaste at the 
thought of my period, his gin blossoms puls-
ing like an angry cuttlefish at the mention of 
that time of the month. If the office had a 
menstruation hut, he’d exile me there with a 
laptop and water jug. Instead, he waved me 
out of the building and away, fanning the air 
as though I’d belched up garbage. 
 Giving myself a wink, I packed up and 
made my daily trip to the liquor store, cher-
ishing the thought of an extra wine hour. 
Like a boozy, fraudulent daylight saving 
time. The package store I visit doesn’t have 
much in the way of wine—just a few bottles 
of white in a warm stack by the register—but 
I like the mom and pop who run the joint. 
I’m the wine girl, the only customer who de-
pletes their pallid stock, and it brings a gen-
uine warmth to the exchange. We cluck at 
each other over the counter, trade niceties 
without guile or judgment, and then I jet 
with my bottles wrapped in soft brown pa-
per, actual smile on my face. 
 Oftentimes I can’t wait to get home, 
so I pick up a new screw and uncork in the 
car, pounding back a few swigs in rush hour 

traffic. Once, I had a nearly finished bottle 
turned straight up at my lips, when I looked 
over and saw a police cruiser next to me. Both 
officers were staring me dead in the neck, 
watching my throat surge with the last gulps 
of alcohol, and both were laughing their ass-
es off. I toasted them with a grin, dropping 
the spent bottle beside me, and slowly con-
tinued at the green. They roared past, racing 
off toward nothing, tears in their beady, por-
cine eyes. No one takes me seriously.
 Back inside the apartment, I kicked off 
my shoes, dropped my purse, and headed 
straight for the bottle openers. I have quite a 
collection; the drawer is stacked to the brim. 
I pulled out a big one, silver swirl dagger-
ing upward to the ceiling like Excalibur, the 
wooden hilt girthy enough to fill my entire 
palm. What a beauty! What it must be like to 
be created for one purpose. 
 The tip made its way to the soft flesh 
of my throat, nestling against the low thrum 
of the jugular. All I had to do was push. Just 
one pound of pressure would send the metal 
sliding through the skin and into the artery, 
my own brand of vintage red pouring out, 
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soaking my still-buttoned blouse. So little 
effort to uncork and empty myself, a spent 
vessel discarded on the kitchen tile. Just one 
push, one little jerk of the shoulder.
 I lowered the opener and jammed the 
tip into the top of a fresh bottle of pinot gri-
gio. I didn’t really care for red, anyway. A 
cowardly act, my ass.

 Men kill women every day. So, why 
can’t one kill me? 
 Popcorn bag nestled in my lap, I was 
buzzed enough to watch reality television, 
settling on a tropical Bachelorette knock-
off. The lovelorn woman—a blonde prize 
awarded to the sociopath keenest at ma-
nipulation—was handing out golden conch 
shells to a dwindling squad of waxy hunks. 
A sea of white teeth and white faces. The 
black dude had been eliminated on day one. 
However, in a grand gesture of false agen-
cy, she bestowed a shell upon one Caucasian 
sporting cornrows and knuckle tattoos.
 I raised my glass. “To diversity!” I said, 
taking a shallow sip. 
 The wine had grown tepid in my hand, 

the rising alcohol stinging my eyes. I blinked, 
scooting forward in my seat, trying to ori-
ent myself. The flashing images, the epilep-
tic movement of reality show editing, was 
making me swimmy, my breathing shallow. 
A small panic began to crawl up my throat. 
I might’ve laughed or cried or a loopy com-
bo platter of both, responding to the coarse 
emotional gaslighting of which shows of 
this genre are famous. Humiliation, sadness, 
jealousy. All would be abolished if I’d just 
love myself. Right? 
 Three boys remained, stiff with antic-
ipation. As they shifted their weight, sweat 
oozing from their temples, I imagined them 
inching inward like pack animals, flanking 
their prey, bearing their canines and licking 
their chops. The woman, bronzed and high-
lighted like an actual trophy, would be shred-
ded in a grand beta-male melee, conch shells 
scattered and pointless, collateral damage in 
the ratings war. 
 There was a throng out there some-
where. Everywhere. A vicious brood cir-
cling, smelling my blood on the wind. I just 
had to invite them in, like Nosferatu at the 

window, and expose my neck. It should be 
simple with the right platform. But gee whiz, 
where can a girl in this day in age reach out 
to a million psychopaths from the comfort 
of her own armchair? I lowered my glass and 
sheared a thin patina of sweat from my up-
per lip.

 My Craigslist ad read thusly:

Come Kill Me!

Single female with terminal malaise seeks ul-
timate release. Method is dealer’s choice, just 
make it quick. Bring the murder to 56 Evans-
dale Pl, Apt 21A. The door is ajar, so walk 
right in and end me. Serious motherfuckers 
only. The opportunity should be compensa-
tion enough, but take what you want from my 
purse.

 Cracking open my second bottle of 
pinot, I scanned my post, proofreading it 
a good fifty times over. The digital marker 
jerked between submit and cancel, the lady 
or the tiger, and I could smell the slick, dense 
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saliva on my hair as I chewed through an er-
rant tuft. 
 This would never work. This act, while 
an admirable metaphor, was unrealistic in 
practice and would surely result in nothing. 
How many murderers were perusing online 
classifieds at eleven fifteen on a Thursday, 
sniffing out willing victims in the general la-
bor category? The posting radius was county 
wide, but still. 
 I took a sip of wine, scratching a sudden 
itch on my neck. Flecks of skin gummed up 
my nails, sloughed off from the rashy patch-
es I’d been over-moisturizing before bed. My 
desk was strewn with trash, both literal and 
figurative. Water and wine bottles, pinched 
yogurt lids and unread books. A Newton’s 
cradle, missing the middle ball. I caught my 
reflection in the frame of my master’s diplo-
ma; my eyes and mouth warped to one side 
by the cheap Plexiglas. The television still 
blared in the background, the island bache-
lorette show giving way to an endless stream 
of product endorsements and reruns. 
 I hit submit so hard I nearly split the 
mouse.

 The ad wasn’t up longer than ten min-
utes before it was flagged for removal. I 
clicked through the link and my plea was 
indeed gone, replaced with post has been re-
moved in an aggressive bold font. My heart 
sank. 
 I’d actually cracked the front door. 
Perched on the couch, watching the fluores-
cent glow spill in from the hallway, I stood 
vigil at the entryway with managed expecta-
tions, swallowing a quiet giddiness with the 
last few sips from my glass. To feel a hand on 
my throat, maybe a blade in my gut, and to 
see the ceiling flare white with my escaping 
breath. To be projected outward from this 
body, from this country, and into the abyss. 
It was a fantasy so rich, it nearly gave me 
gout. 
 But then, the ping from my phone, the 
one unread email, and the flagging of my 
post put me right back in my place. I thought 
I might run the dishwasher and go to bed. I 
thought I might cry.
 Flipping off the TV, the apartment was 
soothed by a familiar silence. I shuffled to-
ward the bathroom to strip what remained 

of my makeup, kicking up threads of cheap 
beige carpet along the hall. Rabbit slippers 
stared up at me with black felt eyes, and I 
balked. I had been ready to die in bunny slip-
pers. Of all the minute indignities embed-
ded in this evening, my corpse decked out 
in a thin terry cloth housecoat and bunny 
slippers was the most ridiculous. Stepping 
out of the slippers I left them upside down, 
faces pressed into the fraying floor. 
 Bypassing the bathroom and its many 
mirrors, I yanked off my robe and flopped 
into bed, bunching my mannish pajama bot-
toms, smearing patchy makeup across my 
sheets. Hygiene is a daylight luxury, some-
thing for the sober. I reached for my phone 
to set an alarm but came up with nothing. 
Patting all around the mattress, under the 
pillows, beneath both boobs, I realized I’d left 
the goddamn thing charging in the kitchen. 
Cold and lonely, no warm fingers to wake it. 
I considered abandoning it there, like a prom 
night toilet baby, braying on into morning, 
cries falling on deaf ears. There would be no 
more getting up for me, only sleep; the hot, 
fart-soaked world under my duvet. 
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 But knowing there’d be precious apps 
to check in the morning, I lurched off the 
bed and back down the hall to retrieve my 
device. I passed my slippers, still tits up on 
the carpet, and righted them with a drunken 
flick of my toe. I gripped the corner at the 
end of the hall to steady myself and blinked 
in the dark. 
 Cologne. A thick, gaseous cloud of male 
perfume caught me in the eyes and stung 
my nose. Had I broken something? There 
were mystery puddles in the kitchen each 
morning, spills and sloppy stains seemingly 
present of their own volition. Surely I had 
knocked something over again and would 
have to sacrifice yet another t-shirt for a 
fresh rag. An extra large, by the smell of it.
 Entering the living room, I saw the 
front door was wide open. Harsh green light 
sliced in from the building’s common hall-
way, spilling across the coffee table, falling 
jaggedly onto the empty couch. I inched for-
ward, sniffing the air like a python. 
 Posting the ad was one thing. Putting 
a long-running desire out into the world, 
flinging it into the cosmos for the amuse-

ment of the gods was all fun and games. Yes, I 
genuinely wanted to die. Life was a sick slog, 
a soul-crushing failure. But I also genuine-
ly wanted to buy a plane ticket to Maui and 
squat on the beach. I genuinely wanted to 
sell my car and walk the entire Appalachian 
trail with just a pack and a smile. I genuinely 
wanted to escape.
 The air conditioning kicked off and 
there remained a soft breathing sound, the 
slightest nose whistle emanating from some 
directionless plane. My head snapped to-
wards the vertical blinds. Two slats collid-
ing with the slightest of sounds, the recog-
nizable clack of movement. The screensaver 
on my computer gave a final flare of rainbow 
color, dimmed, and shut down, upping the 
contrast of the night around me. The taste 
of that cologne, leather gloves stretching, 
the hairs on my back shrieking to life like a 
litany of angry cats. Ten minutes had been 
enough. My prince had come.
 I bolted for the kitchen toward my 
phone. Movement from my left, a whip of 
shadow, and I was caught. A great fleshy mitt 
wrapped around the pillow of my forearm. I 

squealed a sad, high-frequency burst, like a 
sonar ping. I jammed a nude foot back and 
hit shin, my free arm flailing, hoping for a 
scrap of hair or an ear. We both danced into 
the edge of my desk, knocking half the con-
tents to the floor, cacophony dulled to lilting 
thuds by cheap carpet. Beige, stained carpet, 
vertical blinds, plastic trash. My common-
er’s tomb.
 I jerked my head back and collid-
ed with face, the crunch of cartilage, and I 
was loosed. I continued toward the kitch-
en, flicking on the light, scouring surfaces, 
scrambling for a weapon. I grabbed the han-
dle of the corkscrew drawer, nearly yank-
ing it off its track, and withdrew Excalibur. 
The chrome gleam hit my pupil, flaring my 
vision. Again a hand grasped my forearm, 
turning me around, righting me, his heavy 
grip a burden. A scold. I raised the screw and 
slashed his neck, shocking him into stillness.
 He was average, white. Plaid collar giv-
ing way to a limp, overshaven neck, now 
bleeding. Weak chin, thin lips, small green 
eyes sparkling with rage. Bigger than me, 
but not big. Not small. Brown hair shorn at 
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the sides to suit the style of the time, mini-
mal product, heavy cologne. I imagined him 
married, living with the mother-in-law in 
her guest apartment while he found work, 
just laid off from some freshly popped tech 
bubble. No kids, but trying. Wife a pretty, 
justified nag, holding onto hope, avoiding 
getting fucked in her mother’s house. His 
entire life was strain and disappointment. I 
was his release. A new hobby. 
 I raised the skewer again—this time 
to stab, not slash—and he took it from me. 
Lashed out and snatched it, like a toy from a 
child. I wanted to cry, but my ducts snapped 
shut and my face fell into slack stoicism. I 
considered relenting. Now was the time to 
kneel down like a fawn and let the wolf hunt. 
My dream come to fruition. I had called him 
here, the internet a dog whistle, and I should 
take my medicine. Accept the blade and flee 
into the great, black expanse of death, phan-
tom rose between my teeth, the icy cosmic 
embrace welcoming—
 With one viper strike, he stuck me be-
tween the third and fourth rib, piercing a 
lung. In a rush of adrenaline, I took up his 

plaid collar in my fists and thrust him back-
wards through the living room, toppling 
him, temple catching the glass corner of the 
coffee table. 

 A few weeks back, while sifting through 
the usual stream of graphic news items, I 
came across a story that stuck in my craw. 
 A long-suffering wife, victim to an 
abusive husband and negligent law enforce-
ment, was injured to near-death and lay dor-
mant in a coma. A “fall” had bludgeoned her 
skull so severely, an irretrievable fragment 
of bone had entered her brain. She was nev-
er to awake.
 However, despite a clear-cut DNR on 
the books, her husband wielded power of at-
torney and fought to keep her on life support. 
She laid there for weeks, aided by pumps and 
wires and tubes, while a round table of men 
argued her fate. The media kept on it like 
lampreys and it went national, threatening 
to become another Terri Schiavo case. 
 One night, as the hospital’s third shift-
ers dozed at their stations, a determined 
nurse crept into the woman’s room, wiped 

the sweat soaked hair from her face, and 
kicked the plug from the wall, ending the 
whole shebang. Done and done.
 After a state-wide outcry and a brief in-
vestigation, the nurse was arrested, booked, 
and sent up for voluntary manslaughter. The 
judge knocked her down to five years plus 
time served, but she’s pretty much done. 
Marked forever as an angel of death.
 I sat back in my chair and stared at my 
keyboard, listening to the sick whir of Frank’s 
nebulizer, picking at the gray schmear coat-
ing the escape key. There are two kinds of 
women in this world: The passives and the 
actives. There are the girls who keep calm 
and carry on, who take the punches, and 
shoulder the burdens in silence. Then there 
are the vigilant bitches who fight through 
every day, pummel every experience, and 
kick plugs out of walls. Two very different 
journeys for two very different types, yet the 
results are the same: At the end of the day, 
we both get screwed.

 With the operator still barking ques-
tions, I set the phone down, deciding to 
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leave the corkscrew in. I’d given my address, 
my name, my condition. There wasn’t time 
for anything else.
 His hand was sidling around the wall, 
oozing from the dark of the living room into 
the fluorescent kitchen, bloody and jagged 
with confusion. He was dazed, but intent on 
getting the job done. Probably the best con-
tractor in the city, given his conviction.
 Strained eyes nearly shut with pain, I 
spotted a knife on the counter by the refrig-
erator. Dirty, sticky with old garlic, guaran-
teed to sting. I scooped it up and ran at the 
fingers, swinging decisively, and connect-
ed. The tip of one digit, maybe the thumb, 
dropped loose and thumped to the floor. His 
scream was unbearable, comical, like a stock 
sound effect for Tom and Jerry.
 I rounded the corner expecting to find 
him cowering, shrinking back toward the 
door. Instead, I got a left hook to the jaw and 
a screen of stars. I coughed, a thick bubble 
of slime bursting back onto my face, drool-
ing into my nostrils. The air conditioning 
kicked back on and I feared I’d dry to a stiff 
husk where I stood, trapped and stewing in 

a chrysalis of bodily juices. 
 We both took a moment. To assess, 
to reflect. The past five minutes had been 
a doozy: intimate, surreal, almost refresh-
ing. Nothing flashed before my eyes, no 
lives lived, no memories. There was only the 
strange sense of time, frozen between tick 
and tock, an airless moment trapped at a red 
light, screaming for green. The room filled 
with our panting, the smell of breath. Mine 
like fetid wine, his a stale sausage. We’d make 
quite a meal.
 I still retained my knife, but he was big-
ger. A man. My lung was collapsing under 
the weight of its own meat, and my vision was 
failing. I ran the dull side of the knife over 
my thigh, marking the skin white. My t-shirt 
was soaked, cold and cloying like a shroud. 
I wanted to cut it off, stand bare-chested in 
warrior stance and scream an animal prov-
ocation. To fly at him in a hurricane of filed 
tips and bony edges, to overtake him, to sub-
due. Looking at his head wound, his lacerat-
ed neck, smelling the blood finally masking 
his garish cologne, his bland outfit, the belt 
holding up his fusty working dad pants, the 

button of his penis cowering under the zip-
per, the sound of his whistling nose. I want-
ed to win.
 Taking the knife in both hands, I 
launched myself at his chest, striking him 
square in the sternum. He caught me by Ex-
calibur and swung me down onto my back. 
The coffee table shattered around me, kernels 
of glass digging into every inch of my un-
derside. I brought him down with me, knife 
sinking deep into his chest, handle pressing 
hard into my clavicle. His weight began to 
melt onto me, sagging abdomen pushing the 
corkscrew all the way through to the floor, 
and his breathing slowed, halted. 
 I had minutes, arguably seconds. The 
faint voice of the 911 operator still buzzed 
from the kitchen, carried through the apart-
ment on muffled waves. My good lung, bless 
her, struggled and heaved, my fingers scratch-
ing at embedded glass, shoulders softly jos-
tling the man atop me. I craned my neck, the 
door still agape, hallway light blazing in. My 
pupils became tight, vision suddenly acute, 
the entryway set in crisp, straight lines. 
 A group formed there in silhouette, 
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husky shadows with deep voices, heads 
bobbing, throats clutched. Maybe curious 
neighbors, bare faced in early morning bed-
clothes, shocked at the sight of me, hands 
fumbling with phones, sliding open camer-
as, calling the news. 
 Maybe more knights, answering my ad, 
come to whisk me away on their nightmare 
steeds, their vans, their duct-taped pickups. 
A choir of proud boys, come to manhandle 
me to heaven.
 Take me to Maui, or the big island, 
to squat on the beach, drunk on sunsets, 
fish baking under the sand. Take me to the 
mountain trails, streams licking our ankles, 
take me to the blackness, come kill me. I just 
want to relax, to escape, to be free. To un-
plug.

Mackinley Greenlaw is a rank amateur cur-
rently sussing out his cultural value in Green-
ville, SC. His fiction is appalling, both literally 
and morally, and is best suited for a captive 
audience. He is a Pushcart Prize nominee, 
and can be read in current/upcoming issues 
of Driftwood Press, and Dark Ink Magazine. 
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M.M. Adjarian

This is What Manhattan Means
words and images by

Three days before Christmas 2014, I’d bitten my nails into jagged half-moons. I was traveling 
from Austin to New York and expecting total chaos, but the flight was on time and passed 

without so much as a shudder. Had I taken the time to reflect, I would have seen that my jitters 
were really the symptom of a deeper anxiety that had nothing to do with holiday travel and ev-
erything to do with the man who would be waiting for me at JFK.
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 I first made Mallory’s acquaintance the 
year before I graduated from college in 1986. 
But the last time we had actually seen each 
other had been in 1995 when I was a new 
PhD slumming it in Oakland, the illegal sub-
tenant of a clinical psychology grad student 
named Ari. Brown-haired and bountifully 
breasted, Ari drank mimosas with friends 
who looked like cast members from her fa-
vorite TV show, Melrose Place, and had bois-
terous sex with every man who followed her 
home.
 Graduate school had been anything but 
glamorous for me. A doctoral program in 
literature at the University of Michigan had 
lured me away from the exuberant grunge of 
Berkeley and right smack into the foursquare 
enclave of Ann Arbor. Now I was back, des-
perate to find my feet after six years in the 
academic cloister. But the only jobs I could 
get fast enough to keep Ari and the student 
loan goons at Sallie Mae off my back were as 
ephemeral as they were mindless.
 My friend and I had coffee exactly twice 
after my return before I consigned him to 
an oblivion that lasted almost fifteen years. 

Both times, he complained about pet cats 
on the lam. Or his colleagues at the Berkeley 
Post Office. Their stunted mental faculties 
never ceased to offend him.
 “Idiots!” he spat. “Not one of them can 
remember the last time they opened a book.” 
 “Then why do you stay?”
 Mallory screwed up his face in scorn. 
“Well, that’s obvious. It’s a paycheck, isn’t it?” 
 Embarrassed that the sum total of my 
existence had come down to working temp 
jobs, I focused on Ari and the men that shim-
mied and bumped in and out of our front 
door every week.
 “I call her the tropical black widow,” I 
said. “There’s this picture on her closet of a 
girl with yellow fruit juice all over her chin 
that says, ‘eating men like mangos …’” 
 Mal blushed. Sex was one topic my 
wiseacre friend was too frightened to own. 
 “And get this: Ari’s also got names 
picked out for the kids she says she’s going 
to have with the one guy who won’t give her 
a commitment.” 
 “She’s … um, in denial?” 
 A wicked grin let loose across my face. 

 “Ari’s a wet dream of a case study in 
nymphomania.”
 The truth was I actually admired her, 
erotic fruit pictures and all. She may have 
trysted with random strangers and gulped 
down handfuls of Xanax to stay sane. But my 
roommate was also a woman who grabbed 
what she wanted with both hands and gorged 
without apology.
 Not long after the last time I saw him, 
Mal called to say he was officially unem-
ployed. An unexpected, half-coherent tor-
rent of words followed. “The shrink at Kai-
ser told me I needed a coach, someone to 
help me set goals. Can you help?” 
 “I don’t know,” I said vaguely. “Let me 
think about it.”
 What did a psychiatrist have to do with 
work issues? All Mal would say was that he’d 
managed to run over a postman-hating ter-
rier before crashing his delivery Jeep into a 
tree. The dog walked away without a scratch, 
but Mal was promptly fired.
 He continued to call the apartment for 
several weeks afterward. Fixated on my own 
job situation and worried that he was us-
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ing what had happened as an excuse to get 
closer to me, I asked Ari to screen my calls. 
The Jewish mother in her wasted no time in 
guilt-tripping me.
 “Poor Mal,” she said, shaking her head.
 My friend had done a lot for me, like 
hold my hand through a brutal breakup that 
came in the aftermath of leaving Berkeley for 
graduate school. I drew a line when he tried 
to offer himself as a replacement for my ex. 
But he still did it anyway and it became a 
running gag between us.
 “Fuck off,” I’d tell him. 
 Mal’s response was predictably Pavlov-
ian. “Promises, promises,” he’d laugh. 
 His bull-headed sanctimoniousness 
drove me to the edge: not once or twice, but 
all the time. But he was weird and quirky 
enough to get me to turn right around and 
come back laughing. Now he wanted mento-
ring? 
 Feeling like an extra in Ari’s private 
soap opera and looking for a way to escape 
Mallory, I moved back to Berkeley. More 
than a year later, a postcard with a picture of 
the Eiffel Tower somehow found its way to 

my apartment. Mal announced that Ursula, 
a big-boned Valkyrie of a girl who had lived 
at my student co-op, was now his lover. The 
two of them had picked up stakes and gone 
to Europe on $300 tickets scrounged up on 
the Internet. My gut twisted and writhed; I 
wanted to scream. Now it was my turn to 
feel trapped. I’d taken a high school teaching 
job along the way to a university position, 
but now it seemed entirely too permanent. 
 I took out an envelope and scribbled 
Mallory’s old West Berkeley address on it. 
Along the edges of the postcard I wrote, 
“Don’t ever contact me again.” Then I slipped 
the card in the envelope, dropped it down 
the chute of in the nearest mailbox and slunk 
away as though from the scene of a crime.



 On the ground at JFK, I went to pick up 
my big blue Atlantic suitcase from baggage 
claim and walked to a nearby waiting area 
near the exit. An hour passed then two with 
no sign of Mal. He was scheduled to arrive 
from Tokyo, where he had been working as 

an ESL teacher for the past fifteen years. 
 A bearded, overweight man in a dark 
rumpled suit and hastily knotted wide tie 
hurried past me trailing several small mis-
matched suitcases. Though I’d seen him 
when we talked on Skype, his unkempt gray-
ing hair still took me aback. For a moment 
I wondered how I must have looked to him. 
He peered uncertainly around him. 
 “Mal!” 
 Myopic recognition lit up the face be-
hind the man’s thick, black-framed glasses. 
 “I didn’t recognize you with that hat 
on,” he said, looking at the wide-brimmed, 
olive-colored fedora I was wearing. His eyes 
dropped to my suitcase. “So did you pack 
your tricycle-riding clown posse in that 
bag?” 
 “No.” I gestured toward his clothes. 
“Did somebody die? You hate suits.”
 We took an airport shuttle into Man-
hattan from the airport. Mal had booked us 
a room at the Larchmont Hotel on West 11th 
Street in Greenwich Village. That he and I 
were sharing a room as strangers didn’t faze 
either one of us. In college, we had shared a 
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tiny tent on trips to Yosemite and Santa Cruz. 
Both times, he had survived my nighttime 
chorus line kicking while I had survived his 
chainsaw snoring. 
 Mal had been the one to propose the 
trip nearly a year before. Flush with money 
inherited from his father, he suggested New 
York City, a place he adored for its gritty ele-
gance. I wanted to see New Orleans, but the 
minute he heard I’d never seen Manhattan 
as a tourist, the matter was settled. 
 “You are packing your bags for Man-
hattan,” he said, his tone adamant. “How can 
you call yourself a cultured person when 
you’ve never visited the most cosmopolitan 
city in the world at least once in your life?” 
 Now here I was staring out into the 
rainy December darkness that had descend-
ed on New York. Mal, who had been in and 
out of airports over more than twenty-four 
hours, was wired. His nasal baritone intrud-
ed on my flickering consciousness: “The Em-
pire State Building … Rockefeller Center … 
Coney Island … Brooklyn … Central Park 
…” He only got this fired up was when he 
managed to insert full-length recitations of 

the movie credit lists into random conver-
sations. “Oh, and what about all those mu-
seums?” He was really salivating now. I just 
wanted him to shut the hell up. 
 We neared the Holland Tunnel. Our 
destination was on the other side, a world 
apart from the rest of New York City. Ah, 
Manhattan … Winking in and out of sleep, I 
remembered something I’d read online about 
the etymology of a name steeped in brash-
ness and sophistication. Some historians 
believed Manhattan was a Native American 
word that came from the language of one of 
the original tribes—Munsee or Lenape—that 
had inhabited the island before a slick Dutch 
trader swindled them out of their land with 
handfuls of worthless trinkets. But opinion 
was divided on the exact word from which 
the name derived. A few believed it was one 
that meant “island” or “island of many hills.” 
Others believed it evolved from another that 
meant “place of inebriation.” 
 Maybe that was it, I thought. Maybe 
Mal had picked up on some glorious drunk-
en energy that had yet to filter through to 
me.



 Friendship between us had returned by 
slow degrees. After I cut contact with him, I 
had quit the high school and gone to figure 
out my life in a house my father owned in 
Tucson. When the part-time teaching jobs 
that had fed me began drying up in 2009, 
I took an ESL job I’d found in the nick of 
time just outside of Prague. From there—so 
I imagined—I would begin my march west 
to Paris or Barcelona where I would live a 
bohemian expatriate life teaching English, 
drinking wine and thumbing my nose at 
the respectably married and mortgaged for-
ty-somethings I’d left behind in the United 
States.
 The reality was rather a different story. 
Six months later, the recession I’d tried to es-
cape in Tucson had hit Europe with a ven-
geance. With barely any money left in my 
bank account, I returned the US with my tail 
between my legs to live with a friend in Dal-
las. Three weeks into my stay, with the bank 
about to foreclose on his house and his wife 
threatening to leave him, my friend threw 
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me out and left me to fend for myself.
 Lonelier and more traumatized than 
I’d ever been in my life, after landing in an 
apartment complex I was later told had once 
been home to drug dealers and gang mem-
bers, I set up a Facebook account and recon-
nected with people from college including 
Mal. Nearly a year passed before he finally 
accepted my friend request. “You’d fallen off 
the face of the earth,” Mal told me later on. 
“I thought you might do it again.” 
 We finally connected on Skype and 
spoke to each other just before Christmas 
2010, nearly fifteen years after we’d last seen 
each other. As it turned out, my friend’s cir-
cumstances were as uncomfortably pinched 
as my own. Berlitz had bought out the com-
pany he had been working for and cut his 
hours. Picking through pocket change for 
enough subway fare money and begging his 
Japanese landlord for rent due date exten-
sions had become everyday humiliations.
 I knew no one in Texas outside my one 
Dallas ex-friend. But Mal knew a small cir-
cle of people tied to his ex-lover Ursula, who 
had eventually become his fiancée not long 

before they had left for Japan. Then Ursu-
la broke it off with Mal to marry a tiny co-
nundrum of a Japanese man who drank and 
swore with gusto, then humbly apologized 
again and again for his uncouthness. 
 “You were perfect for each other! What 
happened?”
 He grimaced. “Anger issues,” he said. 
An image of a crashed Jeep and hapless terri-
er sprang up from deep within my memory. 
There was more to Mal than what appeared. 
And what I wanted to know.



 Before I left Austin, Mallory had sent 
me a guidebook to literary New York. “Read 
this,” he wrote in a rare email. “You’re com-
ing home to your people.” I tossed it in my 
suitcase and didn’t look at it until I arrived.
 To my delight, I discovered we were sit-
uated near a Beat poet neighborhood haunt 
on West 8th Street. But the goose bumps only 
prickled my skin when I realized just how 
close the Larchmont was to the Hotel Albert. 
Thomas Wolfe, a writer a high school En-

glish teacher had told me was “literary kin,” 
had lived there when he had arrived in New 
York in 1924. “You’re as drunk on words as 
he was,” my teacher said. Look Homeward, 
Angel, the book that transformed Wolfe into 
a legend, was one I had loved for its extend-
ed meditations on time and loss. Ecstatic, 
rhapsodic and immense, the novel became 
the refuge to which I returned over and over 
again during an anguished late adolescence. 
 Like Jack Kerouac before us, we made 
a pilgrimage to the Albert and to the apart-
ment complex where Wolfe had lived with 
Aline Bernstein, the older woman who had 
been his lover, muse and patron. I thought 
about their tumultuous relationship —the 
professions of undying love, the betrayals, 
the separations. Mal and I were only friends, 
but on this trip he had become my self-pro-
claimed city guide and patron. Manhattan, 
he declared, was his treat.
 On the way back to the hotel, my friend 
pulled me into a store between East 10th and 
11th Streets that sold nothing but Moleskine 
notebooks. 
 “Don’t you have one back at the hotel?”  
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I asked. The one I had seen looked brand 
new. “These seem … kind of expensive.” I 
thought about the hardback dollar notebook 
I’d bought at the local HEB supermarket in 
Austin to record my trip and winced; my 
parsimony embarrassed me.  
 “I could use a small one. And for your 
information, Moleskines are part of a tradi-
tion. Writers have always used notebooks—
you of all people should know that.” He 
paused to gaze at me professorially over the 
top of his glasses. “Your experiences, the 
things you think and feel in the moment— 
aren’t they worth setting down someplace 
meaningful?”
 Wistfulness edged his voice. Mal had 
always said he wanted to write, maybe even 
become a journalist. For several years after 
he had arrived in Japan, he had kept a blog of 
his life in Tokyo. “For friends,” he said. Then 
he stopped. The notebook Mal was about 
to buy would go the same way as his aban-
doned blog; but for him, it was a talisman, 
something to remind him of his dreams. Mal 
was an unabashed romantic, pure and sim-
ple. Neither of us said a word, but both of us 

knew that he was indulging in fantasy, in his 
Manhattan drunkenness. And for as long as 
he was in New York, he was determined to 
revel in it.
 We made our way back to the Larch-
mont. Spendthrift that he was, I realized Mal 
still had a point. So when I ran across a Sixth 
Avenue stationery store that sold discounted 
Moleskines a few days later, I took out my 
credit card, held my breath and bought one 
in red, a color bright enough to remind me 
of my folly. What I didn’t know was that the 
notebook I thought a horrible extravagance 
would become the first of many such note-
books that would overflow with the ram-
blings Mallory believed were worth more 
than I allowed.



 It wasn’t until the evening of our sec-
ond day in New York that Mal and I finally 
stumbled towards something like the close-
ness we’d had when I was in college. After 
a day spent watching tourists taking photos 
with selfie sticks at Rockefeller Center and 

walking through the surreal urban canyon 
of Times Square, Mal and I had dinner at 
small French restaurant in the East Village.
 Drinking wine and eating bread, I con-
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fided to him about my family, and especial-
ly my mother who had died two-and-a-half 
years earlier. 
 “What I really want to do is write about 
them,” I said. “Just spit it out. Kind of like 
Thomas Wolfe did in Look Homeward, An-
gel.  My mother let her demons keep her im-
prisoned in our house in Malibu. Had I not 
left, she would have tried to keep me there 
with her, just like the mother did to her son 
in Wolfe’s book.”
 “She was pretty troubled, wasn’t she?” 
Mallory grimaced. He’d had earful about all 
the problems I’d had with her when I was in 
college.
 Looking around at the cheerful Christ-
mas lights that festooned the interior, I add-
ed, “Maybe her life was an example of how 
not to live,” I said. “We both knew how to 
make ourselves miserable. Like mother, like 
daughter.”
 Mallory reached for a piece of bread 
then stared into his glass. 
 “A parent’s death can set you free. Look 
at me and my dad. We couldn’t be in same 
room without fighting. I miss him now, but 

I can’t lie. It’s been a release.”
 He chomped on his bread thoughtful-
ly. Mal rarely spoke about his father. But I 
knew that Mallory senior had been a career 
Air Force man who spent more time on base 
than he did with his family. 
 I raised my glass and clinked it against 
his. “To parents,” I said. “And to surviving 
our lives with them.” 
 After dinner, Mal and I walked through 
the East Village neighborhoods we had vis-
ited the day before turning west to return 
to the Larchmont. A sudden, melodic peal-
ing of bells greeted us on Fifth Avenue; we 
tracked the sound to the Church of the As-
cension on 10th Street, just one block from 
the hotel. 
 A gray-suited pastor greeted the men 
and women who walked through church 
doors for Christmas Eve service. The lights 
shining from the church entrance made 
his hairless skull gleam like polished glass. 
When an impish desire to shake his hand 
and call him Reverend Kojak overtook me, I 
elbowed Mal instead. 
 “Who loves ya, baby?” 

 Not missing a beat, Mal turned to me 
and quipped, “Why, Jesus, of course.”
 The breath of our laughter rose before 
us, white clouds in the cold Manhattan air.



 The next ten days passed in a manic 
blur. Mal and I walked all up and down the 
long blocks of Lower Manhattan. We took 
the elevator to the top of the Empire State 
building and saw the city from the sky; we 
rode a restless subway system and saw it 
from below. We walked across the Brooklyn 
Bridge and saw the city from across the East 
River and marveled its dazzling and improb-
able vastness. 
 Despite bouts of sleeplessness he rem-
edied by midnight runs to hole-in-the-wall 
Village pizzerias, Mal had more energy than 
I did. By our second week there, I was flag-
ging. Nights in a narrow rollaway bed had ex-
acerbated my own insomnia, and Mallory’s 
chronic disorderliness had set me on edge. 
As the days began running together, we be-
gan arguing more. Mallory’s chief complaint 
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was that I took too much time writing in 
my travel notebook. Mine was that I needed 
time to myself.
 “I need to take a break and process what 
I’ve seen.” 
 “You can rest when you’re dead,” he 
grumbled.
 As a concession to my tiredness, we de-
cided to take a day and see Manhattan from 
New York Harbor ferries. So, three days be-
fore New Year’s Day, we booked our tickets. 
Both of us were under a black cloud. Mal 
sensed that I was withdrawing. He was right: 
resentment at being held a captive audience 
of one had begun to build. But the day itself 
was perfection: sunny and clear, with just a 
light chill in the air.
 We stopped first at Liberty Island. Re-
membering visits to John Lennon’s old Bank 
Street apartment in the West Village and to 
his last home at the Dakota, I posed in front 
of the Statue of Liberty, flashing a peace sign. 
By the time we made our way to Ellis Island 
a couple of hours later, I was as famished as 
the gulls that wolfed down food scraps tour-
ists had left in their wake. The near constant 

pain in my knees, calves and back made me 
wish I had wings to fly away from the grav-
ity that pulled my aching body toward the 
earth. 
  The crowded dining room where we ate 
lunch was filled with bench seats meant to 
recreate the one where immigrants had tak-
en their meals. Round black and white wall 
clocks ticked away the hours in New York, 
London, Moscow and Tokyo. Next to us, a 
family swapped stories of what seemed to be 
grandparents and in particular, of a woman 
named Rose, who had passed through Ellis 
Island. Immediately I began to think about 
the Rose I had known, my mother, who had 
come from another time and place.
 “Did I tell you that my mom came here 
back in 1952?” I said.
 The comment was made in passing, but 
Mal insisted that we go to the Ellis Island 
Records Office. There, we found she had 
gone by her Italian name, Rosina. She had 
come over from Italy on a Navy transport 
ship named the Independence on August 25, 
1952. I tried to tell myself it was exhaustion 
that dampening my excitement. But deep 

down I knew it was my own unresolved feel-
ings toward her that kept me from taking 
anything more than a guarded interest.
 Angry that my brother and I had re-
fused to let her control our lives, she had 
left her estate to her alma mater, Cornell 
University, to be used by Italian-American 
students to help fund their studies. If she 
couldn’t achieve more than a life of regrets, 
then perhaps others might be able to live her 
earliest dream—and remember their bene-
factor with a gratitude her estranged chil-
dren could not give her.
 We walked around the spacious main 
hall on the second floor. To distract myself 
from a body that wouldn’t stop aching and a 
garrulousness that tried my patience, I took 
pictures of the second floor. A round-faced 
black girl in a scarf and quilted jacket caught 
my roving eye. She perched on the radiator 
under one of the big windows that over-
looked the harbor, one leg tucked neatly un-
der the other. Perfectly composed, the girl 
looked back at me without a trace of fear.
 For the first time since I had arrived 
something in me stirred, then slowly awak-
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ened. Dark skinned, vulnerable and young, 
the girl was what my mother had once been 
before life had disappointed her. A picture 
I had seen of my mother at Cornell showed 
a beautiful, mischievous woman with taunt-
ing eyes. I dare you, she seemed to say. Life 
accepted her challenge and over the next 
sixty years broke her down until only a mute 
and bitter shadow remained.  
 “This is where your mother would have 
walked,” Mal said, waving his arms around 
theatrically. “Her next stop would have been 
an interview with immigration officers. 
From there she would’ve gone to Manhattan 
to board a train that would take her to the 
little town in upstate New York that marked 
the beginning of her American story.” Mal 
was now speaking in the polished, well-mod-
ulated tones of an NPR radio broadcaster. I 
suppressed a smile: the Manhattan drunk-
enness had returned. Now he was acting the 
part of the public radio journalist he’d once 
wanted to become.
 I looked for the little girl again. But 
while Mallory had been following the ghost-
ly trail of my mother’s American footsteps 

and daydreaming about his audience of 
thousands, the child had disappeared. 



 A week later, it was our last day in New 
York City. I had suggested that we catch a 
jazz show at the Village Vanguard, but the 
club had been sold out for several weeks. 
Mal seem to have become even more of a 
manic tourist, determined to see as much as 
he possibly could. He went to Brooklyn and 
then Queens to see the Museum of the Mov-
ing Image; in the meantime, I stayed back in 
the Larchmont, grateful for the solitude.
 When he returned, we decided to go 
out to dinner. Mal seemed unusually tense. 
I guessed he was upset that I hadn’t accom-
pany him on his trips across New York City. 
“Don’t you ever get your nose out of that 
journal of yours?” he huffed. I translated his 
upset to mean I hadn’t been paying enough 
attention to him.
 We went to Charley Mom, a Chinese 
restaurant just down the street from the 
Larchmont. Mal wanted to go because he 

couldn’t get good Chinese-American food 
in Tokyo. I was intrigued by the waiters, 
none of whom looked younger than sixty. 
Gray-haired and agile, each wore identical 
bow ties like that looked like they had come 
straight out of the 1950’s. 
 After we were seated, I noticed that my 
friend’s responses to me and to the wait-
er who came to take our order were short-
er and sharper than usual. When our food 
arrived, it became clear what had been on 
Mal’s mind.
 “How long have we known each oth-
er?” he asked. 
 “Twenty-eight years,” I said.
 “Well, I have a confession to make.” 
Mallory looked down for a moment, then 
gazed directly into my eyes. “I’ve been in 
love with you since the first day we met.”
 Oh no, I thought. Dinner just turned 
into a Woody Allen film gone all kinds of 
wrong.
 I had begun suspecting that Mal had 
another reason for our trip a few days earli-
er. I had bought a Firemen of New York cal-
endar back to the hotel and joked that what I 
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really needed was a hot man with great pecs. 
 Muttering under his breath, Mal had 
said, “How about a lukewarm guy with most 
of his teeth?” My heart seized uneasily, but 
I feigned deafness and continued ogling the 
men on the calendar. He’s can’t be serious, I 
thought.
 “Mal,” I began, tentative. “You’re like 
family to me.” I struggled, searching for 
words, then took a deep breath. “But there’s 
no way I could ever return your feelings.”
 My friend scowled. 
 “But wasn’t it obvious? I mean, here’s this 
heterosexual male buzzing around you…”
 “You were just being the person I’ve al-
ways known,” I broke in. 
 Mallory’s face darkened even more.
 “All right, then. Can you at least tell me 
why you’re not interested?” 
 You’re not my type, I had told him when 
I was in graduate school, nursing the heart 
a fellow student at Berkeley had broken to 
pieces. Yet here he was almost three decades 
later, enacting the very definition of insanity 
by revisiting one of the oldest tropes in our 
friendship. 

 I sat, speechless. Mal sighed. “I think 
about you every day in Tokyo, you know.” 
Then, looking squarely at me he said, “It’s al-
most like you don’t think you’re worthy of 
someone’s long-term affections.”
 “No,” I said, finally finding my voice 
again. “I just … it’s just that I happen to be-
lieve friendship is the only kind of love that 
ever lasts.”
 Mallory attacked his General Tso’s 
chicken dinner like it was the enemy. I picked 
at my vegetables and rice carefully, missing 
the annoyance of his non-stop commentar-
ies and wishing I was anywhere but Char-
ley Mom. I should have known, I thought. 
In college, three women from my co-op and 
I found a red rose and small square card 
stamped with a single thumbprint taped to 
our doors. Years later, Mallory admitted that 
he had been the culprit: I wasn’t in the least 
surprised. 



 The next morning, I watched Mal pack 
in silence, glad that I had already prepared 

my bags. Exhaustion accumulated over two 
weeks had turned my mind and body to 
rubber, and sleeplessness had swollen my 
eyelids and made my eyes look bloodshot. 
Once Mal finished stuffing his bags and pil-
ing up a spectacular mountain of trash for 
housekeeping to haul away, we went out to 
breakfast at a neighborhood bistro Mal had 
christened “our spot.” 
 While Mal talked and collected food 
crumbs on wool vest already marked by 
stains from other meals, I listened groggily, 
glad the trip was coming to end. My sensory 
circuits were on overload. All I wanted now 
was some peace to savor my meal and the 
warmth that mingled with the morning chill 
that penetrated the window next to our ta-
ble. 
 Once back at the hotel, Mal decided 
to have one final walk around Greenwich 
Village before we left. “I’m staying here,” I 
said. He didn’t object; events from the eve-
ning before had clearly chastened him. As 
he closed the door, I turned my gaze south 
to Tribeca and the Freedom Tower, and lis-
tened to the church bells that had begun to 
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peal. Did they belong to the church Mal and 
I had passed on Christmas Eve, I wondered? 
The music played on, holding me in its spell. 
For a moment I was twenty years old again, 
standing under the Berkeley campanile, lis-
tening to sounds much like those that float-
ed in through my hotel window. Bright as 
new-minted silver, the campanile bells were 
the accompaniment to a life as safe, as inno-
cent and as carefree as nothing I would ever 
know again. 
 But … every day I had lived that life, I 
had complained. Berkeley was too narrow. 
Too hippie. Too caught up in itself. Always 
too something. In that moment, alone with 
the music and the beating of my own heart, 
I knew the truth: I’d never stopped missing 
that life, that world, or the friend I had aban-
doned for his imperfections.
 I thought about the events that brought 
me to New York, to Manhattan, to this frag-
ile, singular moment. My decision to find 
my way back to Mallory. The inheritance he 
hadn’t expected. And the time out of time of 
Christmas when Mal showed he could still 
drive me crazy, all while declaring he’d been 

in love with me almost all of his adult life.
 “Even when you were with Ursula?” I 
asked.
 “Okay, maybe not,” he admitted. “But 
you were still on my mind.”
 Like a luckless stray, I had returned. 
And what had Mallory done? Sucked in all 
his doubts and welcomed me back. This is 
friendship, I thought, people finding their 
way into each other’s lives again and again, 
despite time, distance and even heartbreak. 
 And that meant something.
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Panda
Jody GerbigOnce, summer solstice was a handsome 

Swedish exchange student who leaned 
in so I could smell his European cologne, 
some less-cliché version of DraKkar. He 
was a boy who stared ahead at the campfire 
and whispered about Scandinavian all-night 
bonfires, shirtless men dancing and nubile 
girls braiding flowers into their hair, lips lin-
gering on tanned shoulders, guitars strum-
ming somewhere in the distance, the sun re-
fusing sleep. 
 This year, twenty-five years later, sol-
stice was Zoofari, the annual zoo fund-
raiser. Someone invited me to Zoofari ev-
ery year, and every year I made an excuse 
not to go. I could never quite figure out the 
event: a semi-formal, evening affair on the 
zoo grounds, where the city’s elite mingled, 
and—what?—petted the animals? Petted 
each other? I imagined, mostly, sear-suckered 
middle-aged men and spaghetti-strapped 
cougars petting bristly warthogs, grabbing 
canapés, and leering at poo-flinging mon-
keys. 
 I had no excuse when my friend Jenni-
fer showed up at my door with free tickets. Sex

I had no all-night Scandinavian bonfire to 
attend, no out of town convention planned, 
no pregnancy swelling my ankles and feet or 
gripping my back. Oh, how I wanted this lat-
ter excuse, especially. How I wished I could 
have said, casually, “I’m not feeling up to it,” 
and my friends would nod and understand, 
because this is what friends must do for their 
pregnant others. 
 “So, Zoofari,” I said to Adam, my hus-
band, dropping the tickets into his lap—my 
passive way of urging him to dress. Just in 
the last hour, I felt up to the evening—curi-
ous about it, even—the fertility drugs stir-
ring up manic itches to get out and away. 
Adam laughed at something on the TV and 
stared beyond me. In his pupils, reflected 
figures danced.  
 Adam leaned a bit to see around my 
elbow, now in his way, his head dipping 
slightly so I could see the balding spot near 
the back of it. The round, bare patch there 
had widened in the years since we’d start-
ed trying, but he refused to shave his head, 
determined, rather, just to ignore it since 
he couldn’t see it, combing over hairs with 
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his fingers. Things had all been much easi-
er when Adam had had a full head of hair. 
When my jeans had rested as though on a 
hanger around my waist. We were different 
people then, coming home drunk in a cab at 
two a.m., having sex on the couch and fall-
ing asleep with half-eaten pizza slices in our 
mouths. Now we were parents without chil-
dren.
 “Adam.” 
 “What?” He looked down at the Zoo-
fari tickets in his lap, at the printed tropical 
silhouettes against stylized, wedding font. 
I moved between him and the TV, feeling 
the little pooch of my belly announce itself 
between the folds of my matte-jersey wrap 
dress. Adam looked up at me. 
 “You wearing that?” he said.
 “This?” I scanned my dress, the only 
outfit I could fit into, the sixth I’d tried on, 
and felt a brief but searing flush in my cheeks. 
 Once, about a year ago, Dr. Ming, my 
slight Chinese acupuncturist, warned me 
that my yin was off, that my chi was in con-
stant struggle with itself. “You doctor do 
the insemination, then you go home and do 

yourself that same day?” she said, standing 
over me. 
 “Do what myself?”
 “The sex. You do it yourself, too?”
 For a moment I thought I’d gotten the 
insemination process wrong, missed some-
how the necessary masturbation after. I 
thought of Adam’s and my quick and sterile 
love-making that morning after the proce-
dure, done the way so many couples must 
have when procreation was the goal: with 
purpose, my feet in the air, his teeth gritted. 
There was no pleasure in it. Now I wished it 
could’ve been done myself. That all of this 
somehow could’ve been done myself, with-
out the doctors, without the medicines, with-
out Adam. No doubt he’d felt inadequate—
perhaps even unnecessary—watching as Dr. 
Ben slipped in the catheter and injected the 
sperm, his bald head tucked between my na-
ked knees, only a thin sheet obscuring him. 
At least Adam was in the room, I’d thought. 
If a baby came of it all. But that was then, be-
fore I knew nothing would come of it except 
a long, slow awkwardness. 
 “Not with myself,” I said to Dr. Ming. 

“With my husband.”
 “Yes, yes. That what I mean. Good, 
good.” I laughed silently at the confusions 
that often arose between us, mostly about 
sex, since she didn’t speak English very well. 
“Stick out tongue,” she said, and I obeyed, 
smelling my own sour breath as I did. I 
couldn’t help but thinking, then, that this 
ability—to smell everything—was a preg-
nancy symptom. They say (the online fo-
rums, that is) it’s often the first. But it was too 
early for symptom spotting, which arrived 
only after the double plus-sign sticks and the 
doctor’s appointments and the straining not 
to tell everyone. 
 “Oh, not good,” Dr. Ming said.
 “What? What not good?”
 “Your yin—it disturbed,” she said, pe-
rusing my face. “I can see it in your dry lips. 
You need to RELAX. Calm. You don’t sleep 
at night because you hot.” 
 “Right,” I said, though I felt, lying on 
my back, two towels covering my torso, a 
cold chill in the room, goose pimples spring-
ing to life as Dr. Ming stuck needles into my 
thighs, arms, forehead. Mostly, acupuncture 
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hadn’t hurt. Often, I only sensed the needles 
after I lifted my arm and the pins tugged at 
the little sinews of my muscles. Mostly, I felt 
nothing—or, rather, I felt like nothing, my 
body, after ten minutes of quiet and stillness, 
becoming weightless, my mind floating up 
and beyond. This was the magic, I thought, 
that made mothers.
 But, that day, before Dr. Ming shook 
and clicked her tongue, I felt every needle 
puncture my skin. I jumped at every pinch, 
knowing that something was off.

 As Adam and I walked the zoo parking 
lot, I leafed through the Zoofari program, 
noticing the food vendor choices: Frank’s fa-
mous barbeque, Hot Mama Mexican, Jenni’s 
chili ice cream. Feeling powerless to control 
anything, I’d disobeyed many of Dr. Ming’s 
orders (“eat cold foods, take Chinese herbs, 
listen to music at night”), always nodding 
“Yes” to the spicy foods Adam loved. I didn’t 
want to deny him, too. Sacrificing myself 
for Adam’s sake had become a habit in baby 
making. I stared blankly at the ceiling, for 
example, when I awoke instead of reaching 

for my headphones, worrying that Adam, in 
his fitful sleep, might wake from his dreams 
of other women with tighter abs and cooler 
tempers, women who never asked for any-
thing. I seemed to be losing myself. Maybe I 
was practicing for motherhood. It felt like I 
was drilling for disaster.
 “I probably should’ve eaten before we 
came,” I said as we walked the parking lot to-
ward the main gate. Over the entry dripped 
a banner in the style of the invitations, a sil-
houette of jungle in green and gold.  “A little 
Jurassic Park-ish, don’t you think?” I gripped 
Adam’s arm. He eyed me warily and lifted 
his eyebrows.
 “Are we fending off monsters tonight?” 
 “No,” I said, responding as though it 
were a real question, one about my state of 
emotions, thinking I might manage the ups 
and downs better had he not always pointed 
them out. 
 Inside the zoo, just inside the front 
gate, a long tiki-style bar with bartenders 
dressed in safari shorts and shirts poured 
drinks. Adam dropped my arm and stepped 
forward. “I’m getting something. Want any-

thing?”
 “I don’t think so,” I said. 
 “Come on. Just one. You need to re-
lax,” Adam said, not waiting for my reply. 
He slipped through the crowd to the bar and 
nodded, his index finger in the air. I spot-
ted the bartender mixing a vodka and ton-
ic and Adam leaning forward and saying 
something in his ear, and then the bartender 
pushing aside the tonic bottle and grabbing 
more cubes of ice. I winced at it, at the space 
now between us. 
 I’d discovered Adam smoking the night 
before he gave his last sperm deposit. I’d 
gone out back to count the beer bottles in 
the recycling, thinking that Adam should 
stop drinking, that his sperm would be weak 
if he didn’t. I opened the back door to Adam 
standing there by the trash, a lit cigarette to 
his lips, pulling in a deep breath as though 
he’d just surfaced from an abysmal dive. 
 “You’re smoking?” I said, my arms dan-
gling beside me, my pulse pounding in my 
fingertips. It seemed, always, my pulse raced 
through me, pounding to escape. I had start-
ed to sense every inner working of my body. 
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I paid attention to it all, wondering if this 
little thing caused that, or if this tiny pain 
could be a baby in the making. I knew I’d 
never be one of those women who missed 
her period one day and thought to test, only 
to be shocked by the double lines, trying to 
remember the days of sex and whether con-
doms had been used. Nothing went unno-
ticed anymore. Everything had become a 
sign of something. 
 “Just on occasion,” Adam said, mash-
ing the cigarette tip against the brick of our 
house and slipping it under the trash con-
tainer lid. “It’s just one cigarette. What harm 
could it do?”
 “Would you like to help the next gener-
ation of pandas at the zoo?” a woman wear-
ing a khaki uniform and standing beside me 
said. She wore no makeup and had pulled 
her hair back in a loose ponytail. Short, gray 
strands of broken hair curled at her temples. 
She held out a pamphlet, which I assumed 
was a sponsorship card, and I took it. “It’s 
the perfect time for the pandas to be mat-
ing,” the woman said. “This time of year.”
 “Oh?”

 “Yes, they respond to the longer light. 
Makes them a little more ready to go, if you 
know what I mean.” 
 “Aren’t they usually?” 
 “What?”
 “Ready to go.”
 “Oh, no!” The woman laughed and 
pointed to the pamphlet. “They have a diffi-
cult time of it.”
 The woman nodded and smiled, wait-
ing, perhaps, for me to take on the issue my-
self, to march right over to the panda exhib-
it and urge them on. I looked down at the 
pamphlet, at the cub on the front, wonder-
ing where the zoo had gotten the picture, 
whether pandas actually ever had babies 
anymore. It didn’t seem possible, given all 
the attention paid. 
 I peered up, beyond the woman, to-
ward the bar, at Adam and the overflow of 
drinks he now carried. He balanced them as 
he strolled across the walkway, between the 
parrot and porcupine exhibits, toward me, 
a vodka in one hand, a chardonnay in the 
other. 
 “Seems a little cliché, doesn’t it?” I said.

 “Yes, sadly,” the woman said, her eyes 
following mine toward Adam and the spill-
ing cups of alcohol in his hands. 
 “I meant the panda-mating party. 
Seems a little cliché.”
 “Oh, well. The problem won’t go away 
on its own, now will it?”
 “Yes, actually, it would,” I said, picturing 
the last of the pandas, sitting feet away from 
each other in some zoo, growing fat on bam-
boo, knowing their only chance of survival 
lay in the other’s attractiveness and feeling 
that, if they could just part for a while—go 
roam the mountainside or something—they 
might feel that spark again, just long enough 
to want to survive it all. 
 “Excuse me,” I said, wanting to tell the 
woman that many had a difficult time of it. 
That all the parties in the world wouldn’t fix 
those problems. Instead, I smiled at Adam 
and waved, greeting him from the distance, 
so that the woman felt the awkwardness of 
standing between us, and slowly backed 
away. 
 “Well, this is a nice change,” Adam said, 
handing me the plastic cup. 
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 “What is?” 
 “The smile. It’s nice.” He tipped his plas-
tic against mine and drew a long gulp of his 
vodka-hold-the-tonic. He smiled, his cheeks 
tightening and dimpling, his eyes alighting, 
the boyish charm returning. I noticed this 
and felt hot again, this time behind my ears, 
in the exact spot where I’d dabbed perfume, 
a scent I never wore, one too musky and 
only appropriate for summer, the solstice, 
perhaps, or Zoofari. 
 “Wow, you smell nice,” Adam said, 
leaning in and taking a full breath. “Sexy.” 
He grabbed me, then, by the waist and pulled 
close. I felt a moment of panic, in it both lust 
and repulsion, knowing that it might have 
only been his vodka talking, or the zoo, 
maybe my perfume, or even the light, the 
same one that would get the pandas going. 
I thought, even if I grabbed him and pulled 
him behind the reptile building it would 
all be for naught. I hadn’t ovulated on my 
own in months. Four months, to be precise. 
I wouldn’t be ovulating then, either, only a 
week after our fourth IVF. I would only be 
either inviting or expelling an embryo. I 

swallowed hard and felt a wave of nausea. 
 “Adam,” I said, my eyes darting left and 
right. “Please.”
 “I’ll be back,” he said, and before I could 
say anything he left again to the bar, now ob-
scured by a growing crowd.
 I stood there, alone, in that place where 
nothing seemed to fit: my wrap dress with my 
paunch, the iron bars and cages, the dressy 
people laughing next to pacing elephants, 
talking about how to help them. I scanned 
the crowd for a familiar face, pretending not 
to think about being pregnant and the what-
next if I wasn’t. I wondered when I’d become 
so obsessed with the what-next.
 Down the path, at the end of a slight hill, 
a crowd of people gathered around the panda 
exhibit. I could see that the pandas-of-hon-
or had emerged, their black and white fur 
like tuxedos. I wandered down the path with 
my chardonnay and brochure, past the bar 
were Adam stood behind Jack Hannah, who 
posed with an armadillo wrapped tightly in 
a secure ball. I stopped at a large sign de-
tailing the pandas’ particular mating habits, 
the female’s long cycles and short ovulatory 

window, the male’s rising and falling sperm 
count, dependent on the seasons and, it 
seemed, the tides, the wind, and the rain. I 
slid past it, behind the lines of people who 
climbed the barrier and leaned over other 
signs that read, “Beware! Do not go beyond 
the railing,” and watched the two pandas—
one male and the other female—sitting on 
their haunches. They seemed indifferent of 
us, gnawing on bamboo, their molars ex-
posed so that I could see black tartar clinging 
to them. The strangest thought occurred to 
me, then: What, I wondered, did the vets do 
about that tartar? Did they clean the pandas’ 
teeth like they did dogs’ teeth, putting them 
down for a few hours while they chipped 
away? And did the pandas ever feel the lack 
of such care in the wild? Did they ever even 
have a thought of abandonment or care? 
 Despite the crowd and the barricades 
and the impossible distance between me and 
the pandas with the black tartar-teeth, I felt 
I could’ve been sitting there with them on 
that hillside under a tree, my growing back-
side splayed out on the grass, gnawing on 
something hard. 
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 Someone—a young man—leaned 
against me, and I stumbled back. “Excuse 
me,” he said and smiled before turning again 
toward the pandas, who had wandered to-
ward a corner near the pen’s entrance, in the 
shadows where they’d thought, perhaps, they 
had some privacy. The male panda pawed at 
the female, huffing in her ear. “They’re get-
ting ready to mate,” the man said, pointing 
to the larger panda, craning his neck around 
to look at me. I blushed. Blushed! 
 “They are going to mate,” a woman 
said, approaching from behind, the same 
woman handing the pamphlets earlier, her 
ponytail all but free now, her eyes wide and 
wild. “What a treat!” We stood, the group of 
us, watching the male scoot to the female’s 
backside and tuck his pelvis in, clenching 
his butt cheeks into that awkward squat I’d 
recognized so many times at the dog park. I 
knew then, watching the female, whose body 
had gone limp under her mate, whose eyes 
drooped even deeper into their blackness, 
whose large nostrils had flared and dripped 
on her paws, that his efforts would be futile, 
that no cubs would come from it. I turned 

away from the pen. I couldn’t watch. 
 Adam ambled down the walk, two 
more drinks in his hand. He sipped on the 
vodka, which spilled down the front of his 
once-starched blue shirt. “Cheers,” he said as 
he neared me, slurring the s. He offered me 
another chardonnay before I had finished 
the first. 
 “Can we go home?” I said. 
 “No drink?” 
 “Look! It’s happening! They’re mating!” 
the young man said, pointing again. And so 
Adam looked, placing his free hand on my 
shoulder to move me inches to his left. 
 “By god, they are,” Adam said. “Would 
you look at that? Go get her, man!” 
 I wanted to save the pandas, then—re-
ally save them, not like the kind of saving in 
the pamphlet. I wanted to throw a blanket 
over the whole pen and tell everyone to go 
home. Or better yet, open the doors and give 
them free reign of the place. Watch them 
climb the trees and overturn the trashcans, 
visit their friends in the other exhibits, take 
a dip with the penguins in the pool and a 
nap on the zoo train. But all I did was let my 

wine cup drop to the ground, the chardon-
nay spilling on my strappy sandals, the bro-
chure crumbling in the clench of my other 
fist. 
 “Do you see them going at it?” Adam 
said, glancing at me, a broad smile lighting 
his face and filling his childlike dimples, 
which had, suddenly, I realized, become very 
childish. 
 “Would you stop? Would you just stop 
it, already?”  
 “What? What’d I do?” Adam said. 
 I didn’t respond right away. A lump 
had formed in my throat. Tears had welled 
in my eyes. I couldn’t look Adam. Instead, I 
let my eyes dart toward the pandas. I heard 
them before I saw them, their grunts and 
loud breathing, all that wasted effort.
 “I can’t do this anymore,” I said.
 “Babe?” Adam’s eyes narrowed and fo-
cused, now only on me. “Do what?” 
 I stood erect, my mouth locked into a 
thin line. 
 “Do what?” 
 It didn’t feel like summer in that mo-
ment, didn’t feel like it should be the middle 
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of it, anyway. A cool breeze had blown in, 
and I felt my nipples harden, my flesh tight-
en. I shook my head. It was all Adam needed 
to place his empty cups on a ledge and wrap 
his arms around me. 
 At first I didn’t fit there, near him, my 
elbows jutting out where his arms wanted to 
be, my new weight throwing us off balance. 
At first I resisted, wanting to break loose and 
run up the hill, searching for the warm spot 
in the current, my dress belt slackening, my 
swollen breasts bouncing wildly. 
 “The world will go on,” Adam whis-
pered into my ear. “Without another one of 
us. It will be just fine.”
 I felt myself letting go, my arms drop-
ping to my sides, my breath falling from my 
chest. I sank into his arms, into the crook 
of his armpits and shoulders, just like I had 
when we’d stood like this on his apartment 
steps, all those years ago. I smelled his co-
logne, the one he always wore in the sum-
mer, a woodsy scent I had come to loathe, 
and I thought of the Swedish boy, how his 
scent had awoken in me a longing, an urge to 
push him down and climb atop him. I closed 

my eyes and heard Adam’s heart under his 
now-wrinkled and wet shirt: a slow, steady 
thump.
 Under me, the earth dipped. I thought 
ahead, to the long days of warmth resting 
on my face, the dew of morning that could 
wake me from a restful slumber, the songs of 
crickets that could sing me to sleep. I longed 
for the evenness of it all, the balance in the 
summer months.
 Even if they are fleeting. Even if the 
longest day disappears before we notice it.
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https://theelectriclungs.bandcamp.com/
https://theelectriclungs.bandcamp.com/
https://firebeatsplague.bandcamp.com/
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Garbage
Pail Kids

We’re the Nasty Nicks and Ray Decays
Up Chuck infantatas spewing, not pretty babies under cabbage leaves.
Weird Wendys and Spacy Stacys, Three Card Montes 
Hiding eyeballs instead of peas under a walnut shell
One eye constantly cloaked in darkness
We’re born broke and broken, with nobody to show us
How to throw off this fate.  

 Click to listen!

Download
MP3!

https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/garbage-pail-kids
https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/garbage-pail-kids
http://bedlampublishing.com/GarbagePailKids.mp3
http://bedlampublishing.com/GarbagePailKids.mp3
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While other kids are chasing brass rings and silver screens
We’re learning the fine art of dumpster-diving, how to scrounge for our supper
We’re doing hand-clap songs on porch swings
Spitting in cans, trading bootleg cassette tapes, climbing up the back fence
We’re drawing hopscotch grids with boosted schoolroom chalk 
Live target-practicing air rifles, reading Grandpa’s Playboys, riding in the truck bed

We’re the playing card all-star traders, slap jack, black jack, daily Russian roulette
Cracker Jack toy surprises, smoking candy cigarettes
We’re suckers for bubble gum whistles bumper car stickers scratch-off tickets 
popsicle stick jokes matchbook wisdom 
bottlecaps boxtops freaky talk show topics beer cans bottle rockets 
M-80s expired coupons fifty cents off

We’ll make a game of chores just like Mary Poppins
(Except SNAP means something different where we come from)
And here, a job
     is a job
       is a job
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Jesse liked his comic books but didn’t own a pair of jeans
Mismatched garbage bag sweats were what his mama dressed him in
Rhonda grew up in foster homes and cultivated seven baby-daddies before she could drink
Little Audrey came to school smelling like cigarettes and booze
In second grade, Tiffany’s mom turned twenty-two 
And Kimmie at twelve got her first tattoo: 
A rose-wrapped dagger homemade job on her ankle
Ralph, the undiagnosed epileptic, never learned to read
And Dirty Amy, after years of teasing, finally got clean

We don’t get braces and ballet lessons
We don’t join the Scouts
We’re Boys & Girls Club free lunch seekers
There’s nobody to cheer for us
We don’t play sports because we can’t afford the gear
We’ll never be President of the United States, we’ll never be Bill Gates
We’re netless basketball hoops mounted on street lamps
And the only summer camp we know is juvie

La la la la la la
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Doctors are for blood and fevers only
We set our own bones, snip our own tonsils, pull our own teeth, 
We’re doing double-dutch in the street, 
Nursing our own follicles at the kitchen sink
Covering roots with Kool-Aid peroxide home perm dye jobs 

We can feel the fallout roaring in our guts
From Ramen noodle dollar menu hot-plate gourmets
Cool Ranch Jolly Ranchers shit-on-shingles pork rinds 
peanut buster parfaits

We’re stealing roadwork cones for our rooms, dreaming of arcades,
Swimming down in quarries, peeking under circus tents
One ounce at a time, we’ll learn the metric system, and we know exactly 
How many washes this roll of quarters’ll get us at the laundromat

All we know is we got this rattletrap DNA
All we know is we got this sewage in our veins
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We’re dying fast around here, babe, so hurry up and breed

We’re back of the class, bottom of the barrel, never make the cut
Hiding under blankets backseat smugglers sneaking in the drive-in
Siphoning HBO from the neighbor’s cable line 
Ruined on sugar meth RC Cola Laffy Taffy Fun Dip Blo Pop highs 
We’re jail bait homespun grapevine moonshine
A dozen dogs and not a can of Alpo in sight
Cats birthing litters every ten weeks
We’re dying fast around here, babe, so hurry up and breed
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We dream of shoes that aren’t taped together and firsthand 
brand name tags peeking out our neckline
Backpacks filled with things to help us make the grade and graduate on time
And then maybe we’ll get upgraded from left behind refuse bin child 
to honor roll recyclable instead.

On Christmas Day, 
St. Vincent’s filled our stockings with tidings of comfort and chocolate coin joy
But prayer cards ain’t cheat sheets, and they ain’t fortune cookies either
The rest of the year, green-visored Jesus treats our entreaties 
Like any other numbers game, speeding our wishes away from us at NASCAR rpms

And if we get into heaven, it’ll only be because we got traded
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Southpaw The yard uniform and green as any big league stadium,
Herbicides keep the wildflowers at bay.
From the watchtowers, COs place their bets.

At 67, he still plays. These young bucks don’t understand,
It’s not really a competition; just a slow-pitch pastime
In a place without night games, we can be daydreamers for a while,
And men, regardless of where they’re from or what they’ve done
Understand the language of ball, bat, and whistle.

Toothless now, the years have seen his choppers
Plucked by prison dentistry.
This is how we mark things here, by their absences,
Each space in his mouth representing long-gone days
Of bourbon and speed,
When he walked rooftop ledges hallucinating the baseline at Anaheim,
Delusions of invincibility sobriety has dispelled,
Along with a quadruple bypass, ankle shackled to a hospital bed
As if he might try to escape after having veins from his legs
Transferred to his heart.

 Click to listen!

Download
MP3!

https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/southpaw
https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/southpaw
http://bedlampublishing.com/Southpaw.mp3
http://bedlampublishing.com/Southpaw.mp3
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His mitt was purchased at commissary, so it’s not a good one.
It feels like plastic, it’s falling apart,
And it was made for a right-hander.
Being a leftie always gave him the advantage before.

Now, when he pitches, the bat connects more often than not,
Hits rocketing past his glove, and he thinks how
Just a few years ago, he wouldn’t have missed a single one.
Barred from the mound, he fades into the role of umpire,
Foul ball shagger, unofficial coach.
It’s up to him to make the noobs understand:

This is not the place to swing for the fences.
If the ball clears the razor wire, none of us can retrieve it.
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SeaChange

Halli Lilburn
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 Your work is very expansive! We see that your pieces have 
been printed in over 90 literary publications, and it seems 
like you announce more weekly. First of all, congrats on the 
steady publications! Secondly, have any of your acceptances 
been particularly exciting?

 Thank you! Yes, I’m pleased to say that I am getting a lot of 
work accepted these days. I had quit trying to get published for 
a long time because I had gotten discouraged by all the rejec-
tions. A few years ago, I was able to become more active in the 
Kansas City literary scene, and my fellow poets encouraged me 
to start submitting again. I’m glad I listened to them. Honestly, 
I get excited anytime and every time my work gets accepted. 
After so many years of hearing no, I am still shocked every time 
someone says yes. But I’d say a turning point was when I get ac-
cepted by The American Journal of Poetry, who have published 
Sherman Alexie. I can’t believe my work has appeared in a mag-
azine that had his words in it!

 You have been given not a few accolades: The Door is a 
Jar Poetry Award, The Gerard Manley Hopkins Award, and 
a Fellowship from Rockhurst University for fiction. At what 
age did you first take up writing?

 Oh, I’ve never wanted to be anything else. My father taught 
me to read and write early. He gave me my first diary when I was 
maybe seven. I was enchanted with anything that involved the 
written word—journals, pens, notebooks, tablets, typewriters. I 
would sit and peck out short stories and poems on my grand-
father’s typewriter. One summer, I made a weekly newspaper 
for my house. My first computer was an old behemoth that ran 
DOS and had a green monitor. I was nine when I got it, and 
started my first forays into novels and screenplays. When I was 
thirteen, the Kansas City Star started up a teen section, and I 
got to be one of its first regular contributors, writing TV reviews 
and a humor column. It was a lot of fun—I got to go to the Star 
building where Hemingway once had an office, take a tour, get 
my photo taken for my byline. It was great.

Lauren Scharhag
The Loud Zoo Interview
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 Did you write any other poetry works before your book 
West Side Girl and Other Poems?

 Yes and no. For a long time, poetry was something I only 
did sporadically. I always considered myself foremost a fiction 
writer, but over the past few years, I have begun to question that 
assessment. I was an avid teenage poet, very prolific, and oh-so 
full of angst. If social media existed then, I would have been all 
over Instagram and Tumblr, writing my sad-girl poems about 
bad boyfriends and how scary the world is. Instead, I just have 
all those writings collected in a box in storage. I didn’t really 
get serious about writing poetry again until around 2005 or so, 
when I made a conscious decision that I wanted to get better 
at it. I joined an online poetry community that was incredibly 
helpful, Sharepoetry.com, which got absorbed by Allpoetry.
com. I learned a lot from the poets there. West Side Girl mostly 
came from that time period.

 The pieces in West Side Girl are striking. They run the 
gamut of subject matter and atmosphere, from scar tissue 
in “Night Festival” and “Subcutaneous,” to the mysterious 
mourning procession depicted in “How Many Going to St. 
Ive’s.” There’s also a beautifully sensual poem on cooking as 

a sacred act in “A Foodie Love Song,” but we wanted to ask 
about another specific piece. “From the Guttiwutts” reads to 
us as a fantastic meditation on expression, on language and 
its limitations. What were some of your inspirations behind 
this poem?

 I’m glad you brought that poem up. I’ve had a lot of peo-
ple tell me they don’t like it—mainly because they think it’s too 
long. I wrote it when my great-grandmother died at the end 
of 2006. She was really the heart of the family, and it was a 
tremendous blow to lose her. I know how lucky I was to have 
had a great-grandparent in my life at all—a lot of people don’t. 
When she died, I went through a wrenching writer’s block for 
about two months. Bereavement was a silencing event, and 
then “From the Guttiwuts” came bursting out in a single, ag-
onizing gush. It’s about trying to find the language for grief. I 
think, on a subconscious level, I was also thinking about how 
my great-grandmother had lost her command of English as she 
aged. As a Mexican-American, her first language was Spanish, 
so she reverted to that as she got older and her memory began 
to fail. It was both incredible and deeply sad to see someone 
lose an entire language and, it seemed, everything that went 
with it—a whole culture and history. Since she passed, I have 
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lost most of my Spanish, so now I feel that loss in a whole new 
way, which is something I have explored in later poems.

 There’s been a surge of interest in diverse art across all 
mediums in recent years, driven by women of color kicking 
the status quo to the curb. It’s been an envigorating cultur-
al shift for us, both as consumers and purveyors of the arts. 
As a publisher (though small), we’ve certainly seen a wider 
variety of styles and subject matter, as well as an increase in 
higher-stakes storytelling as more people begin to feel com-
fortable expressing themselves in public forums. Have you 
felt a change in the landscape from your perspective? As with 
anything challenging the established order, increased diver-
sity in the arts is not without its criticism. Do you find any 
validity in these negative commentaries?

 I wasn’t aware of any negative commentaries, unless you’re 
referring to the tired old reverse discrimination arguments—all 
the white people, particularly white men, who feel persecuted 
whenever anyone tries to level the playing field. I do not find 
any validity to that argument, since it’s still overwhelmingly 
white people in the publishing industry, both on the editorial 
and the creative side, and men still have the edge in publish-

ing despite more women having MFAs. There are exceptions by 
genre—romance, of course, has always been female-dominated. 
I saw that, more recently, women in horror had jumped ahead 
due to the popularity of paranormal fiction, especially paranor-
mal romance. Minorities have a much farther way to go. I saw 
some statistics, that 80% of the industry overall is white, and 
that 80% of self-published authors are white.

 I think the question is WHY aren’t women and minori-
ties submitting and publishing their work? I think the simplest 
answer is time and economics. Do I think white people are un-
fairly biased as the editorial gatekeepers? I think that’s a factor, 
though a lot of magazines go out of their way to read blind. 
Yet, most of the poetry readings I attend seem to be made up 
almost entirely of women and minorities. I’ve heard so many of 
them say they just don’t have the time to hone their craft, or to 
send out submissions. I’m half Mexican. I worked at a Histori-
cally Black College for seven years. I think when you’re poor, or 
even working-class, you just don’t have time for art. None of my 
mother’s family were big into art or literature. It’s not regarded 
as practical. Get a job as soon as you can and earn money. That’s 
what matters. And they’re not wrong —you have to pay the bills.
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 For women, again, I would say it’s a question of time. I 
know so many women who are wives and mothers, and that 
has to come first. It’s all that they can do to scratch down a few 
poems here and there. They come to poetry readings because 
they love it. I read an article once about John Grisham, about 
how he would get up at five every morning to write, put in 60 
hours at his law firm and still find time to coach little league. 
When I read that, I just remember thinking, “Yeah, but he has 
a wife.” It’s easy to do all that stuff when someone else is doing 
the laundry, going to the grocery store and generally holding 
down the fort. We’ve got superstars like Roxane Gay and Rupi 
Kaur. We’ve got great female poet laureates, Carol Ann Duffy 
and Tracy K. Smith. We’ve got the great Margaret Atwood, Ur-
sula Le Guin and Octavia Butler. So it’s not that progress isn’t 
being made. It’s just very, very slow going. We have to remem-
ber, Mary Wollstonecraft wrote A Vindication on the Rights of 
Women in 1792. Suffrage in the US didn’t happen until 1920. 
That’s 128-year difference. Humans don’t change overnight.

 Also, and again, I’m speaking from my experience here, 
when I go into writing forums, I see men mostly getting pub-
lished and talking about their work. I think it’s because they 
have the time, and they are taken more seriously. But I also feel 

like men support other men more. I notice them patting each 
other on the back and just generally being more attentive to each 
other. I can’t tell you how many times men have told me that my 
work is “emotional,” which always feels like a back-handed com-
pliment. Also, I don’t think my work is exceptionally touchy-
feely, it’s just, I dunno, not about war? I don’t even know what 
they mean. I do get a lot of negative feedback from male read-
ers. I had a guy who read West Side Girl proceed to spend three 
days messaging me on social media to tell me, in exhaustive de-
tail, why he thought it sucked, which basically boiled down to a 
white, middle-class, Southern man totally not connecting with 
the material. I have a horror novella, Our Miss Engel, that men 
don’t seem to respond well to either. One guy called it “self-in-
dulgent.” It’s about a 19-year-old girl working as a schoolteacher 
in an all-girls school in 1910. It’s all very dismissive. I saw an 
excellent article on LitHub talking about why boys don’t read 
Little Women—we gender our stories and shame boys for being 
interested in anything other than boy stories. As long as we do 
that, it seems men will just never see woman-centric stories as 
important or relevant. 

 “Buddhas on Death Row,” recently published by Woven 
Tale Press, caught our eye and then we saw you mention on 
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Facebook that it was inspired by your prison pen pal. What 
can you tell us about him? How did that correspondence 
start? Have you written other inmates over the years?

 I’m glad you asked me about that. I am very passionate 
about supporting prisoners. Multiple threads in my life have led 
me to writing prison pen pals, as well as volunteering with Pris-
oner Visitation & Support (PVS), and organization that helps 
prisoners serving long-term sentences who don’t have family 
or friends to visit them. First, I’ve had several family members 
who have been incarcerated and served very long sentences, so 
I know from firsthand experience what prison does to people, 
to individuals as well as families. Second, my husband went into 
renal failure when he was 28. After three terrible years of dialy-
sis, he got a transplant. I felt like I owed the universe something 
for that immense gift, so I decided that I would help people as 
often as possible, in as many ways as possible. Around the same 
time, I decided I wanted a pen pal. I think the art of letter writ-
ing is going by the wayside, and that’s a shame, since I’ve always 
loved writing letters, getting mail, buying stationary, all of it.

 So then I thought, “Why not write someone who really 
needs a friend? Why not write to a prison inmate?” I went on-

line and started researching programs for prison pen pals—you 
have to be very careful. A lot of them are basically matchmaking 
sites. Not that there’s anything wrong with prisoners looking for 
love, but that wasn’t what I was looking for. I found a site where 
prisoners looking for pen pals can post photos of themselves, 
as well as their art and poetry. I wrote to a few that I thought 
I could be friends with, and two of them responded. That was 
almost four years ago. I still correspond with both of them reg-
ularly, one of whom is serving a long-term sentence in Califor-
nia.

 My pen pal in Texas was the inspiration for “Buddhas on 
Death Row,” which is the name of his art series. He is both a poet 
and a visual artist, and he goes by the brush name Moyo. I know 
he has a large roster of correspondents, including a woman in 
Helsinki who helps him organize his art shows. He’s been incar-
cerated for twenty years now, since he was 18. Most of that time 
has been in solitary confinement. While incarcerated, he has 
become very educated, and he has become a Buddhist, which is 
what inspires his art. He has a website, www.buddhasondeath-
row.com.

 As luck would have it, as I was finding my pen pals and 

http://www.buddhasondeathrow.com
http://www.buddhasondeathrow.com
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deciding to help people, PVS did a presentation at my parish 
church in Kansas City, looking for new volunteers. I jumped on 
it with both feet. I was all set to start visiting at Leavenworth 
when we moved to Florida, so I spent two years visiting pris-
oners at a federal prison there. Since I’m back in Missouri, I 
haven’t had a chance to pick it back up. It’s a lengthy process 
with background check, and, depending on the facility, volun-
teer training. I’m hoping to get back to it this summer.

 The first time we read “Garbage Pail Kids,” we knew we 
had to publish it. It feels like a defining piece for the mini-gen-
eration between Gen X and Millennials, which (accurately?) 
can’t seem to find a name that sticks. Pairing cultural icons 
of this generation’s youth with specific traits of kids growing 
up impoverished and at times neglected makes for a power-
ful statement that doesn’t come up enough, despite being a 
massive and continuing issue. Do you think the children of 
poor parents have it any better or worse than when you were 
a kid? How do you feel about the political and moral crusades 
against government assistance programs like SNAP?

 Let me be clear on this, I think it is ridiculous that anyone 
on this planet is without the basic necessities, by which I mean, 

food, water, shelter, education, and healthcare. There is abso-
lutely no excuse for it. There are enough resources that no one 
should be without. And yet, here we are. No. 45 is on his third 
gold-plated fembot wife while Flint is without water. It’s revolt-
ing.

 I think, like anything else, kids have it both better and 
worse now. There are more programs than ever before, but it 
seems we keep finding new ways to keep people from access-
ing them. When I was a kid, I think there were fewer options 
out there, fewer schools providing free breakfast and lunch op-
tions. Now, a lot of them do, but I keep seeing distressing ar-
ticles about kids who can’t afford meals getting shamed for it 
by the schools—not the other kids, the schools. Which ties in 
with what you said—political and moral crusades against gov-
ernment assistance. I am continuously amazed that we are still 
clinging to the antiquated idea that poverty is somehow a mor-
al failing of the people involved, or it’s social Darwinism, with 
only the fittest rising to the top. People want to believe that if 
they’re good, good things will happen to them. Unfortunately, 
that’s just not the case, and what of the millions of kids born 
into poverty? What are they guilty of? I just don’t understand it. 
Also, if you don’t want government assistance, don’t ask for it. 
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But don’t judge someone because they need it. 

 Also, I become more and more of a dirty commie in my 
old age. I think it’s a capitalist lie to tell people that they can pull 
themselves up by the bootstraps and get out of poverty if they 
just work hard enough. If you keep people believing that, they’ll 
keep buying into the same politicians who are working for cor-
porations. But studies keep showing that it’s just not true—the 
marker of a child’s success depends on whether or not they were 
born into privilege. It’s not about how hard they work or even 
how smart they are. It all comes down to what zip code you’re 
born into it.

 My hometown, Kansas City, has historically been one of the 
most racially and economically segregated cities in the country. 
The urban school districts are perpetually out of money, perpet-
ually struggling to retain their accreditation. The solution was 
thought to be charter schools, but the charter schools myste-
riously seem to pop up in better neighborhoods. Some of the 
poor areas are at a 47% poverty rate. But then, go a few miles 
out into the suburbs, and conditions are like night and day. How 
does this keep happening? Why should a kid who happened to 
be born in a poor part of town get shafted on education?

 And don’t get me started on health care. Everyone across the 
board is struggling with that, adults and children alike. Again, 
there are enough resources that no one should be without food, 
clean water, shelter, healthcare, and education. But here we are, 
with Flint still waiting on water and 14% of Americans living in 
poverty.

 I think the younger generation is much less materialistic 
than we were in the 80s and early 90s, which is excellent, so 
I hope that means they don’t tease each other about wearing 
thrift-store clothes and hand-me-downs. But they have social 
media, which makes them even more painfully self-conscious 
of everything. Also, when I was a kid, we were allowed to roam 
the neighborhood in packs and entertain ourselves however we 
could, as well as go freeload at a friend’s house if we needed to—
that’s how my husband got fed most of the time when he was 
growing up, other moms basically took him in. Kids don’t get 
to do that now. But they have so much entertainment at their 
disposal online that we didn’t have.

 But overall, I think we have an obligation to our fellow hu-
man beings to ensure they have their basic needs taken care of. 
Period. We’re in this together. It behooves us as an entire race to 
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make sure that everyone is able to maximize their potential.

 We were curious about the setting in “O, Bury Me Not.” 
Does this take place in Missouri? Is this also the case in “Ash, 
Tallow, Candle, Flame, Soap”?

 “Ash, Tallow, Candle, Flame, Soap” takes place in Missouri. 
“O, Bury Me Not” takes place in Kansas. My hometown, Kansas 
City, straddles the state line. It’s impossible to talk about Kansas 
City without talking about both Kansas and Missouri. KCMO 
is the more traditionally urban space, it’s older, hence “Ash, Tal-
low” has more of an urban feel, with references to rats and bus 
stops.

 There are a lot of old rivalries between Missouri and Kansas 
that date back to the Civil War. I was born on the Missouri side, 
my husband was born in Kansas, so I wrote “O, Bury Me Not” 
after we took a day trip over to visit his mom. The title comes 
from an old cowboy song that goes, “O, bury me not on the lone 
prairie,” so I wanted to capture a lot of the prairie imagery, the 
buffalo, the guns, the trains. The end of the poem is a reference 
to Wild Bill Hickok, a capstone of our Wild West heritage. He 
wasn’t from Kansas, but he served as a marshal and a sheriff in 

several Kansas towns.  

 How much of your life have you spent in Missouri? 
You’ve recently returned—what led to you moving away, and 
why did you come back?

 I was born and raised in Kansas City, Missouri. I lived here 
the first 35 years of my life, and then my husband’s job trans-
ferred him to Florida. We’ve always loved KC, but we thought it 
might be nice to live somewhere else for a change, somewhere 
warm, next to a beach. We spent two years in Florida, and we 
just didn’t like it. So when my husband got an opportunity to 
take a job back in the KC area, we took it. We’re very glad to be 
back with all our friends and family.

 We’ve published artists and writers from or living in 
Florida at a much higher rate than other states. Do you think 
Florida’s inherent weirdness is conducive to creativity, or does 
it draw creative folks like some sort of cosmic magnet? Or do 
you suppose it’s all coincidence and we’re reading too much 
into it?

 I don’t know if I can really speak to that. The two years 
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we were in Florida, we were in the Panhandle, which everyone 
assures me is not at all like the rest of Florida. The joke is, the 
Panhandle is LA—Lower Alabama. As far as I can tell, that’s ab-
solutely correct, culturally speaking. It’s the deepest of the Deep 
South, with all that that entails. I was not prepared for how rural 
the area was going to be. Aside from the splash of money on the 
coast, the community was mostly very poor. There wasn’t much 
in terms of infrastructure—job opportunities, health care, that 
sort of thing. So, for me, it was easy to shut myself up in my 
apartment and write because there wasn’t much else to do.

 I will say, the natural beauty of Florida is very inspiring. 
It’s just such a vivid place. Odors seem thicker, more pungent. 
The colors are deeper, the green grass, the blue sky, the white 
egrets. It’s full of life. I couldn’t get over all the birds, snakes, 
lizards, turtles, frogs, hogs, coyotes, black bears, and of course, 
gators a person can see on a regular basis. I even saw two black 
panthers on the road back from Tallahassee one afternoon. The 
rivers and forests are beautiful. The beaches, of course, are some 
of the most beautiful in the world, with all the coastal wildlife 
you can imagine. It’s almost hyper-reality, very hallucinogenic. 
People flock to Florida from all over who want to get in on that. 
There are a lot of retirees there, with time on their hands to write 

and create. I think the mishmash creates the general weirdness, 
but to me, it was very dissonant, this clash of cultures. It makes 
people not very nice, and the traffic was constantly horrendous, 
even in our little backwater. People keep telling me that I might 
like Miami or Orlando better. Maybe someday, but for now, I’ve 
had my fill of Florida.

 You have co-authored a series of fantasy books called 
The Order of the Four Sons, with Coyote Kishpaugh. This is 
quite an impressive project, with five books in the series out 
currently. How did this come to fruition? Any plans to ex-
pand it into a sixth book or beyond? What are the challenges 
and benefits of working with another person on something 
so notoriously independent as novel writing?

 I’m actually on the sixth and final books of the main series. 
Coyote and I had had plans to write additional books—spinoffs, 
prequels, sequels, you name it. The Order of the Four Sons, or 
O4S, as we call it, is a multi-verse. The characters bounce around 
from dimension to dimension. Magic and immortality exists in 
the O4S-verse as well, so we have characters that are over 1,000 
years old. Which means there are basically endless possibilities 
for storytelling. I’m not sure if any of those spinoffs will happen 
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now, though, as Coyote and I are no longer working together on 
it. I am finishing these last two books solo.

 The Order of the Four Sons started life as a screenplay back 
in 2005. Some friends of mine knew a director who wanted to 
film a horror movie up in Excelsior Springs, MO, but he need-
ed a screenwriter. So I wrote it, and a movie was filmed, but 
the director never got it edited into a final product. Coyote had 
been an extra on the film, which is how we met. He was a writer, 
too, so we became friends. About a year after the movie project 
fizzled, he called me up and said, “It would be a shame to lose 
such a cool story. Why don’t we turn it into a book?” We really 
expanded the universe and turned it into a series. Neither of us 
had any idea what we were getting ourselves into.

 We didn’t really get underway as a team until the begin-
ning of 2007 and wrote together until 2016. For a long time, we 
were the best of friends, and writing together was a lot of fun. 
The benefits of working with another person were just that—
it’s fun. It was awesome having someone to talk through plot 
points with, to actual roleplay dialogue and even act out scenes. 
But the downsides are exactly what you might imagine—we had 
different goals. We had different work ethics. Our lives went in 

very different directions. Eventually, all those personal and pro-
fessional differences became insurmountable. It’s no one’s fault, 
really. I wish him all the best. But now I’d like to finish the main 
series and move onto other things, at least for a while.  

 Most writers tend to find a genre they’re comfortable 
with and stick to it, but you don’t seem to let any constraints 
slow you down. What are your thoughts on genre classifica-
tions, and how much thought do you give them when you 
start writing? Is there a genre you won’t try?

 Not that I can think of. I am not concerned with genre, I 
am concerned with people, with characters. That’s really how I 
see my work, as deeply invested in the human condition. There’s 
no need to be constrained by genre with that as the focus. The 
Order of the Four Sons is mostly fantasy and sci-fi, but it’s truly 
a mashup, so it has elements of action, adventure, horror, mys-
tery, romance, and historical fiction. I like writing sex scenes, so 
I feel comfortable with erotica. I’ve written a literary novel, chil-
dren’s books, and YA. When I am done with O4S, I would really 
like to focus on short stories for a while—I feel like that’s an area 
where I’m weaker. But I have plans for a crime drama, erotica, 
and another YA book. Life is short. Why limit your creativity?
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 As prolific as you are, writing seems as natural as breath-
ing for you. Do you have other artistic pursuits in other me-
diums?

 Unfortunately, I don’t at the moment. Writing consumes 
all of my free time—and all of my stolen time as well. I like to 
draw and I’m not bad at it, but I never took the time to cultivate 
the talent. I also like sculpture. I am very tactile, and I often find 
myself craving a real hands-on project. Maybe someday I can 
take some classes. I also never learned to read music, so that’s 
on the bucket list too—to learn to read music, and maybe play 
an instrument.

 Maybe Tripp can help you with that! He’s quite the tal-
ent as well, how did you two link up? How much input did 
you have on the direction he took with these audio interpre-
tations?

 You never know! I’d love an excuse to hang out with him 
more. Tripp and I have known each other since we were ten. We 
went to school together from fifth grade on up through gradu-
ation. We weren’t really friends back then—we went to a large 
school and didn’t have any classes together. We ran in different 

circles. But, like so many people, we’ve been connected on Face-
book for years. I knew Tripp was in a band, but that was about 
it. When you asked me to do an audio recording and maybe 
organize some sonic accompaniment to go with it, I just put 
out a general all-call on Facebook and Tripp answered. I’m so 
thrilled that he did, because yes, he is amazingly talented. I had 
some input—I know so little about the technical aspects of mu-
sic that I couldn’t really offer a lot of feedback outside of, “Yes, I 
loved it,” or “Wait, I don’t get it?” Fortunately, with all but one of 
the poems, I loved everything he did from the get-go, so there 
wasn’t a lot of back and forth. In fact, when I first heard his take 
on “Grandma’s Fan,” I started to cry, it was so perfect.

 I am a big fan of his band, the Electric Lungs now, and I’ve 
gotten to know his lovely wife a bit. The Kirbys are now some 
of my all-time favorite people and I look forward to spending 
more time with them now that I’m back in KC. In fact, his wife 
is a tattoo artist and I plan on having her do my next ink.

 Aside from poetry and literature, what inspires you cre-
atively?
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 My go-tos are film and TV, art, music, long walks, and 
travel. Novelty, mainly. I find my brain is like a ravenous beast, 
constantly on the prowl for some new experience or sensation. 
When I find myself short on ideas, I try to do something I’ve 
never done before—watch a movie I’ve never seen, go look at 
a new art installation. My brain goes through it like cordwood. 
Even browsing art on Pinterest or Flickr will do in a pinch. I 
worry that I’m a bit of a stimulation junkie.

 What can you tell us about any works in progress? Any 
exciting new publications on the horizon?

 I don’t know why, but I completely put it out of my head 
that I could do another poetry collection. I realized, only recent-
ly, that I have something like 200 poems floating around, not in-
cluding my little Instagram micropoems. Enough to fill two or 
three full-length collections, or five or six chapbooks. I’ve been 
playing around with that, trying to decide which I like better, 
dividing them up by theme. I’m sending them out to different 
presses and entering chapbook contests, so we’ll see what hap-
pens. If I don’t get any bites, I’ll do what I always do—self-pub-
lish.

 As I mentioned, I’m working on the sixth book of The Or-
der of the Four Sons series, which is called Going Forth by Day. 
I’m really hoping to have it done this year. I really love those 
characters and that universe, so finishing will be bittersweet. 
But I’m also really ready for it. On to new things.

 Otherwise, I think I only have four or five publications 
lined up at the moment. I haven’t been writing or submitting as 
much because of the move and getting re-situated in KC. That’s 
something I will have to remedy as soon as possible.

 Only four or five publications lined up? We know peo-
ple who would kill to say the same, not to mention the string 
you’ve already got out so far this year. What does a typical 
day look like for you, as it relates to making time to write and 
edit? Do you actively schedule time for it? With everything 
we’ve covered thus far, we’re wondering if you sleep!

 Haha, amazing how quickly your perspective changes, isn’t 
it? It wasn’t so long ago that I was that person too. I need to 
not forget that. My husband said to me just recently, “I better 
not hear any more whining. You can’t ever call yourself a failure 
again.” I was like, “I will whine as much as I want, up to and 
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until I have a Pulitzer. And then I will go from whining to be-
ing merely insufferable.” Seriously, if I ever get a Pulitzer, I will 
never take it off but wear it everywhere and just be like, “What, 
this? It’s just my Pulitzer Prize medal. NBD.” This is my life goal. 

 I do actively schedule time for it. I have gone long periods 
where I slept very little and wrote at night, but I don’t recom-
mend that. The past few years, I have been fortunate in that I 
have either worked a part-time job or had a job that had enough 
downtime that I could get all my work done in the morning and 
then have the afternoon and evening to write. Typically, I either 
write in a journal or I do free writing for at least ten minutes 
or so to get primed, then actually work on my projects. For a 
little over a year now, I’ve been doing almost daily micropo-
ems and posting them on Instagram. The good ones I submit or 
turn into longer pieces. I set aside a time once a week to submit 
to magazines, sometimes every other week, depending on how 
much work I have. I used to only submit to three places a week, 
but now I do four, just because I usually have enough poems to 
pitch. But I have to be careful with that—if I focus too much on 
submitting, I get overwhelmed, or discouraged, and that kills 
my writing buzz. It’s the same with promoting. I try to do some 
social media activities almost every day, but again, I have to 

manage my emotional real estate very carefully. These are the 
not-fun parts of writing, and it’s too easy for them to creep into 
the fun part and spoil the mood. 

 Right now, though, I’m going to have to find a whole new 
routine. Things have really been in a state of flux since Decem-
ber, when we moved back to KC. Life stuff has been consuming 
all my time—job hunting, apartment hunting, all that. I have 
a job now, but it’s much more demanding than anywhere I’ve 
been in a while. That’s not a complaint, I’m enjoying what I do, 
but it means I’m going to have to carve time out somewhere else. 
I haven’t really written anything in over a week and it’s making 
me squirrely. So the sooner I find a new routine the better. But I 
am very routine-oriented. I live by lists and schedules.
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Linda MartinezI remember looking forward 
to Publisher’s Clearinghouse entries arriving in the mail, 
how the fancy lettering enticed: You may already be a finalist!
The phony checks that read, Paid to the order of
followed by my grandmother’s name, so deliberately  
paired with that seven-figure sum.

A single magazine subscription could put us in the Winners Circle!
The more you buy, of course, the more you increase your chances of winning.
Hundreds of publications to choose from!  
Pages and pages of colorful, perforated stamps that would accordion out 
like pop-up rainbows from its golden envelope:
US Weekly, Southern Living, TV Guide, Good Housekeeping

At the dining room table, my grandmother would always cut and paste 
three labels onto the order form, three for the Trinity, 
tonguing them, praying with them in her mouth like they were holy wafers,
already tasting that million dollars as she envisioned the Prize Patrol
showing up at her door with balloons and news crews,
roses and champagne. She always said she’d give Ed McMahon a hug 
and leave a big lipstick kiss on his bald head.  

 Click to listen!

Download
MP3!

from the Afterlife

Ed McMahonand
Say Hello

http://www.bedlampublishing.com/LindaMartinez.mp3
https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/linda-martinez
https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/linda-martinez
http://www.bedlampublishing.com/LindaMartinez.mp3
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Three annual subscriptions seemed like such a small price to pay:
Readers Digest, National Geographic, People
She’d give the leftover labels to us and we played with them,
sticking them to our arms and foreheads, transforming
construction paper pages into bright mosaics, layering Cosmo,
The New Yorker and Time with Crayola markers, 
unable to connect these titles and headlines to our lives. We knew only 
that here were beautiful and fascinating things, 
both beloved and near as after-school cartoons, 
yet distant and inscrutable as God the Father,
who, in our minds, bore a striking resemblance to Ed McMahon.  

Sometimes, she would get a Highlights subscription for us,
or, as we got older, and grew out of making refrigerator art,
it became Tiger Beat, Seventeen, Rolling Stone
so we could sigh over heartthrobs with pouty lips and feathered hair,
and instead of cutting out stamps, we cut out pictures 
to plaster on bedroom walls and mirrors,
a bit of sympathetic magic it seems teenage girls latch onto 
with especial fervor.   

hello hello hello hello
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hello hello hello hello
Meanwhile, my grandmother slept with a picture 
of her fourth husband under her pillow
and sent money-order requests to Mexican psychics 
who sent back candles and spell instructions: Saint Anthony in brown wax 
to restore lost lovers; St. Elias in pink
to free the imprisoned; St. Martin de Porres in purple
for those suffering financial ruin.  

For most of my life, she drove a 1978 Cougar,
a great boat of a car that could squeeze in nine,
but wept motor oil like Our Lady of Akita, and 
every few miles she had to pull over to feed it 
a fresh bottle of Valvoline, driving us back and forth 
visiting my uncle in the state penitentiary,
decked out in her finest thrift store ensemble.

In checkout lanes, she couldn’t resist The Weekly World News 
or The National Enquirer, believing, with the same sublime trust, 
in the possibility of Bat Boy, aliens, and Michael Jackson sex change operations.
She dialed the 800 number for Time Life books
and read aloud to us, in hushed tones
of Spring-Heel Jack, Bigfoot and the Loch Ness Monster.
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Every morning, she read her horoscope,  
consulted astrological compatibility charts,
and concluded that she and I got along so well, Libra and Aries,
because air nourishes fire, and air signs 
tend to be eloquent, so you can see where she got her love of words and stories
which fostered my love of words and stories, and she did,
after all, teach me to curse in two languages.

She bought scratch-offs by the bushel, 
sent in every rebate form, carried lucky charm keychains, 
milagros and prayer cards, kissed the feet of a light-up Jesus leaving 
siren-red Wet N Wild smudges on white plastic,
smoked Kools until she could no longer afford to, and the only thing
I ever heard her say she’d buy with her million bucks 
was a new car.  

So I hope, in the afterlife, she finally got the ride she always wanted,
something flashy, with a paintjob that matches her lipstick
and I hope she’s using rolled-up copies of Star magazine
to whack Ed McMahon over the head, or otherwise 
make him her bitch.
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Foot Fetish
No, I Don’t Have a

I want to polish your boots.
I don’t mean that in a sexual way—
Or maybe I do.
It’s just that you shared with me
Your newish boots,
Bought for $2.99 at a thrift store.
And I admired them 
Because they were sturdy
And because I liked the way 
The creamy expanse 
Of your legs
Ended in fuzzy wool socks 
Above laces and leather.

 Click to listen!
Download

MP3!

http://www.bedlampublishing.com/FootFetish.mp3
https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/foot-fetish
https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/foot-fetish
http://www.bedlampublishing.com/FootFetish.mp3
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Whoever wore them before 
Really put them through their paces
Not merely scuffed, but scratched
The way distressed flooring in fine homes 
Is sometimes scratched with nails
Or designer leather jackets 
Are beaten with chains, 
Even run over repeatedly with cars 
To achieve just the right degree 
Of weathering.

Together, we wondered 
What wonders 
A can of Kiwi could do 
For those broken old boots
That still have intact soles
That will cushion 
Your delicate feet 
For untold miles.
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But first, 
I would like to kneel 
A penitent Magdalene 
And cradle your old-new boots 
On my knee.
And as I work, 
I would rest one hand 
Ever-so lightly
Against your calf.

And you would let me
Because you would know 
That from the ground up
I could make you shine.
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Grandma’s
Fan

My comforter is at the cleaners.
The cat threw up on it again.
So here I am, getting the patchwork quilt down
From the closet shelf.
We’ll use it against tonight’s chill,
But I’m nervous.  
What if the cat is still dyspeptic?
Or what if, in the course of tossing and turning
We snag it on one of the bed’s sharp corners
(You know—the one I’m always banging my shin on?)

 Click to listen!

Download
MP3!

https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/grandmas-fan
https://soundcloud.com/bedlampublishing/grandmas-fan
http://www.bedlampublishing.com/GrandmasFan.mp3
http://www.bedlampublishing.com/GrandmasFan.mp3
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It is, after all, one of the few things we have left of you.
You made one as a wedding gift for each of your grandchildren,
In different patterns and colors:
Ours edged in lavender, a simple Depression-era design,
Fitting, from a Dust Bowl gal like you.

When you made ours
You didn’t even have a sewing machine anymore.
The room at the nursing home was so small,
You had nowhere to put it.
So you spent the last two years sewing by hand.
Not that you minded—
The nurses brought you curtains and shirts,
Small projects for which they paid you a couple of dollars.
For Sunday outings, you always requested the quilting store.
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And now, I run my hand along these stitches,
The remnants of your hands, which were capable
Even when your mind ceased to be, 
The memories that lived in your fingers,
Thirty years in an elementary school cafeteria,
Back in the days when lunch ladies still cooked:
Enormous batches of mashed potatoes,
Flattening hamburger patties out on your palm,
Baking the best sugar cookies in the county.
At Halloween, it was popcorn balls for the trick-or-treaters,
At Christmas, you set out a feast
Whether anyone came or not.
You never understood why modern families
Have to make a schedule for these things.
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You didn’t understand why I wasn’t sure
If I even wanted a baby.
So when you made us this marriage quilt
That I smooth with such care now over my bed,
You went ahead and made the baby quilt,
With a pillow to match.

When it turned out I couldn’t have babies
You bore it stoically, of course,
And for a time, the baby blanket and pillow
With their edges of lavender sat in a storage box
Until someone else in the family had a baby
And I gave it to them.

See, I can be a practical Midwest woman too. 
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Then I think about 
How quilts are symbols,
How the squares and stitches tell stories
Represent connections
A woman’s art,
Our competence
Our sphere of influence
Our devotion
The creative outlets we seek when stifled 
By labor and gender roles
And I worry that I am a dropped stitch in the pattern,
A mismatched patch.

But then I think how you would harrumph at that.

“It’s just a quilt,” you’d say. “Use the durn thing.
If it gets dirty, just throw it in the warsh.”
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Learn more about
Lauren’s work at
laurenscharhag.blogspot.com

http://www.laurenscharhag.blogspot.com
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Halli Lilburn

Deep
Woods

#2
Halli Lilburn is an artist, writer and editor from Le-
thbridge, Alberta. She holds workshops and teaches 
classes in art, journaling and writing. Venues in-
clude CASA (Lethbridge), Heart of Cardston Arts 
Centre, When Words Collide Writer’s Festival (Cal-
gary), Happy Harbour Comics (Edmonton) and 
various schools and conferences. Her work can be 

seen at hallililburn.blogspot.com

http://hallililburn.blogspot.com
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Jessica Gaves

The girl downstairs is dying. Every day 
directly below us while we wake up, 

make coffee, go to work, come home, make 
dinner, and then finally go to bed, a little 
more of her disappears. We say nothing of 
course, except to each other, almost daily 
and in frantic, heroic whispers. We are out-
raged, as any good humans would be. We are 
concerned. If the circumstances were only 
slightly different, in terms of, say, her meth-
od of choice, there would be no hesitation. 
If she were down there, for instance, with 
a loaded gun pressed to her tender temple 
there would be absolutely no ambiguity; we 
would have a moral obligation to intervene. 
But this is different: a more insidious means
to the same unflinching end.
 We have so many questions and we 
often argue back and forth very quietly, as 
though the disease has somehow heightened 
her sense of hearing, as is the case with other
impairments: Why isn`t she in hospital? Why 
haven’t they taken her back? After all, she has 
spent some time there for other mental ail-
ments in the past. Can’t her father do some-
thing? Send her back there? She lives with 

tives
him down there in that apartment below 
ours and sometimes we hear them shriek-
ing at each other, alternating between an 
impassioned French and Brazilian Portu-
guese. Can’t he demand they take her? They? 
Who exactly is “They?” You know, the men in 
the white coats. They don’t do that anymore. 
That’s not how things work. You’ve seen too 
many movies. Apparently because she is an 

adult (albeit barely) there is essentially noth-
ing he can do. Nothing anyone can do. It has
to be her choice to go to hospital ultimately. 
But have you seen her? If someone doesn’t do 
something soon she’s going to die. She’s so thin 
she’s barely even there. It is her choice ulti-
mately. Her choice to die.
 I caught a glimpse of her the other day 
on my way to work as I left from the back fire 

Perspec
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escape which curls directly past her balcony. 
She was sitting out there alone among the 
half-dead plants and empty beer cans. Prob-
ably smoking. I can’t be sure, as I snuck only 
a quick, furtive glance as I clanked my way 
down the metallic steps. She sat, shoulders 
hunched, on a straight-backed chair, her 
left thigh now a mere sliver of flesh on bone 
pulled up painfully against her chest. At the 
time I was struck mostly by the length of her 
femur. It seemed impossibly long. Had she 
always been so long-legged, so tall, or was 
this only a trick of the eye; a trick of the dis-
ease? A two-for-one kind of situation, if you 
will. It’s just how these things work some-
times. When one loses weight, they also gain 
height. Or they gain the illusion of height, 
which for all intents and purposes amounts 
to the same thing. That day I didn’t see her 
face because she was wearing a hooded 
sweatshirt on this particularly balmy after-
noon in July.
 Hunched over and hooded this way, 
she looked like a very old man or some kind 
of dark, pining creature from a fantasy nov-
el. But If that was what her legs looked like, 

I imagined her face to be nothing short of 
shocking: shrunken and receding into that 
dark hood. I did see her face though, a cou-
ple of weeks later on my way to the metro. 
We had both exited the front of the building 
one directly after the other, me first and her
following closely behind. I kept trying to look 
back without being obvious, sort of from the 
corner of my eye. In this skewed view she 
shed her human traits and was reduced to 
a dark smudge. And there she remained: a 
steady black dot, a blurred presence trek-
king along behind me. Tiny yet persistent. 
Once we were both inside the metro station 
waiting on the platform I walked away from 
her but not too far, just enough to establish 
a comfortable spying distance. I moved at 
a distance that was slightly behind her so 
I could stare indulgently, unnoticed. And 
there she was. She wore a very short skirt, 
a short puffy jacket, black tights and a black 
wool beret. A beret in summer. And why 
not? She had always appeared very fashion 
forward and quite pretty in that easy, un-
complicated blond way. Her legs, now two 
black wooden chopsticks, stuck out from 

the short skirt obstinately. When the train 
arrived, we both got on and she sat down 
opposite a woman and two young children. 
She sat perfectly straight, amid the glisten-
ing stares. Her legs bent at the knees formed 
poignant twin angles. And finally, I saw her 
face just then below the beret, pale and tri-
umphant.

Jessica Gaves was born and raised in Montreal, 
Quebec. She obtained her M.A. in English Liter-
ature from Concordia University. She has spent 
many years working as an educator for children 
and adults with autism. She spends most of her 
time painting and writing in Montreal: a fickle 
and whimsical city rich in artistic inspiration. 
In art Jessica is perhaps most preoccupied by 
that twinkling corner in which light and shadow 
meet briefly and play together. She lives with her 
partner and her cat Charlotte in an apartment 

with many corners.
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Grace
Tony Hollums
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By the time the sun started to sink below 
the horizon, Aliyah had been tracking 

the man for hours. 
 They had come across him at midday 
on the outskirts of the Old City. Elena spot-
ted him first, a lurching figure in the far dis-
tance, and Aliyah fixed her eyepiece on him. 
It was old, its casing cracked and its mag-
nification significantly reduced, but it was 
enough to confirm what they suspected. He 
had tech on him—real tech, not the mock-
ups children liked to decorate themselves 
with. Aliyah instructed Elena to return to 
camp. 
 “I can help.” Elena wheeled her horse 
around, boxing in Aliyah’s. He shied to the 
side, and Aliyah stroked his neck to soothe 
him.
 “Not with this one.”
 “I need to learn sometime.”
 “Next time,” Aliyah said firmly. This 
was different. The live ones were never easy.
 “There might not be a next time. Who 
will do it after you’re gone? No one else in 
the camp wants to learn, and you haven’t got 
long. If you don’t teach me now—”

 “Enough,” Aliyah snapped. “Get back to 
camp. I’ll escort you myself if I have to, but 
you are leaving.”
 Elena’s eyes narrowed. Apparently un-
willing to test whether Aliyah would truly 
give up such a valuable find, she swung her 
horse around and put her heels into him. 
They shot off in the opposite direction and 
Aliyah turned her attention to the dying 
man.
 She followed him at a distance, on 
horseback to begin with, but when forest 
gave way to sweeping fields of tall grass, she 
tied her horse to a nearby tree and continued 
on foot. If he knew she was there, he gave 
no sign. He was single-minded in his inten-
tions—heading almost dead north without 
pause, not looking around. She was cautious 
all the same, taking great pains to crouch be-
low the tips of the tall grass, even as her back 
twinged in protest.
 He stopped to rest. She paused as well, 
her eyes tracking automatically to the hori-
zon. Half an hour of daylight left, if that. She 
carried field provisions in her pack, includ-
ing a makeshift tent, but she didn’t want to 

S
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spend the night out here. She would, if it 
came to that. Her quarry was too precious to 
be left out here. She would track him all night 
if she had to, but she doubted he would last 
that long. She hoped he wouldn’t, at least.
 It was apparent now where he was 
headed. In the distance, she could make out 
the thin, spiraling outline of Srinas. Spindly 
towers stretched high above the city walls, 
piercing the low-hanging, poisonous clouds 
to reach the sunlight above. A fruitless jour-
ney, and he likely knew it, but even desper-
ate measures seem rational in the mind of 
the dying.
 Full dark set in. Aliyah took her gog-
gles out of her pack and slipped them on, 
switching to the heat detection setting. The 
left lens was cracked, but they were still op-
erational. His body appeared as a blend of 
reds and oranges, and blue where the tech 
was melded to his body.
 He faltered two kilometers from Sri-
nas’s outer walls. Aliyah saw him go down, 
watched as he lay, motionless and sprawled 
in the grass. She waited for ten minutes, then 
twenty. When the body started to cool, she 

picked her way through the grass to where it 
lay.
 Batya had once told her that corpses 
were nothing to be frightened of, back when 
Aliyah was small enough to curl up in her 
sister’s lap at night. Back when her sister’s 
arms were all that she needed to ward off the 
harsh reality of their world. Bodies could 
hardly do you any harm, she said. Besides, it 
only looked as though they were sleeping. 
 Batya had either lied to protect her from 
nightmares, or truly had never seen a dead 
body for herself. This man didn’t look like he 
was sleeping; he looked dead. His waxy skin 
was ashen, cheeks sunken, eyelids closed 
against bloodshot eyes. There was life, even 
in sleep. There was no life here. 
 The goggles were beginning to give her 
a headache. She slipped them off and root-
ed around in her pack for the lantern and 
her tools. It was an easy enough matter to 
remove his leg. It had been replaced from 
the knee down, at least ten years back if the 
mech had been brand-new when it was at-
tached to him. She removed his mech hand, 
too, and placed both pieces in her sack. 

 The artificial eye was more delicate. It 
would take the longest to remove, but if she 
did it correctly, it would be the most valu-
able of the scavenged parts. Find the right 
buyer for it, and she could feed her camp for 
half a year. Damage it, and she would fetch 
only pennies.
 Aliyah shook the thought from her 
mind. She drew a deep breath, as though that 
alone would be enough to slow her jack-rab-
biting heart. Cold sweat broke out across her 
palms, and she brushed them against her 
thighs. Focus. 
 She bent over the man and touched the 
laser cutter to his orbital rim.
 His eyes flew open.
 Aliyah scrambled backwards with an 
undignified yelp. The man ran the tip of 
his tongue across cracked lips and croaked, 
“Help.”
 She cursed under her breath. She 
should have known better than to blind-
ly trust the goggles. Like every other bit of 
technology they had available to them, the 
goggles predated the Collapse. They were 
old and glitchy, and there would be no re-
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placing them when they broke for good. 
 She moved back over to his side. He 
swung at her with his handless arm. She 
caught it easily by what remained of the wrist 
and held it at bay. He struggled in her grip, 
too weak to free himself. Too weak to do any 
lasting damage at all. 
 “I’m sorry.” She found her voice at last. 
“It won’t be much longer now.”
 She recognized the signs of radia-
tion poisoning well enough. She had never 
known a human on the Outside who lived 
past thirty-five because of it. This man was 
at least a decade beyond that, perhaps more, 
but he still showed the same signs of illness. 
Even inside the lightly shielded Old City, 
radiation caught up to them all in the end. 
It was a grim comfort, knowing that even 
those who had the means to buy protective 
suits and shield their houses couldn’t stave 
off the poison forever. 
 “Srinas,” the man wheezed.
 She shook her head. He was too far 
gone for that. Even if a doctor reached them 
this very moment, he would be unable to do 
anything. “What’s your name?”

 He gazed at her for a long moment, as 
though trying to decide whether or not to 
answer. Finally, he said, “Kian.” 
 “I’m Aliyah.” Except to Batya, who 
called her Ali.
 “How long … did you follow?” 
 His words were clipped, his breathing 
shallow. There was no reason for her not 
to be honest. He was going to die anyway. 
“Since midday. We came across you outside 
the Old City.”
 “We … ” He licked his lips again, and 
then comprehension dawned. “Scavengers.”
 “If you like.” She had been called worse 
things—though, admittedly, never by one of 
her marks. Usually they were dead when she 
came across them, or they died not long af-
ter leaving the relative safety of the Old City. 
She had never had to track a live one for so 
long. She had certainly never spoken to one.
 He was strong, she had to give him that. 
Resilient. A niggling doubt wormed its way 
into her mind– maybe he could be saved.
No. He was too far gone for that, and even if 
he could be, tech finds had been scarce these 
past six months. She went to bed hungry 

more often than not, the same as the other 
adults in the camp, so at least the children 
would be able to eat. Even then, there were 
times when everyone went to bed and rose 
on an empty stomach, and the littlest among 
them would only survive a few more weeks 
of this.
 They needed the money. For that, they 
needed the tech.
 “I have … family. My wife, Maria, 
and—”
 “So do I.” She thought of her camp, all 
of them banished from the Old City for one 
reason or another, eking out what life they 
could in the harsh Outside. Kian’s family 
would be fine. It wasn’t Srinas, but still the 
Old City had basic oxygen scrubbers and 
rudimentary water purifiers. It was probably 
how he had lived to be this old, and his chil-
dren would do the same. They might even 
see sixty, or sixty-five. 
 She wondered what it would be like to 
have that many years.
 Aliyah set aside the laser cutter. She 
wouldn’t do this while he was still alive, bad-
ly as she wanted to get back to camp. To her 
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people. She could wait this out. It was the 
least she could do for the man who would 
breathe new life back into their camp.
 “Save me.” He curled a fist into the 
front of her shirt. “Srinas - it’s just beyond 
the ridge—”
 “I can’t.” 
 “You can.” He tugged, trying to draw 
her closer, and couldn’t. “My leg … my hand 
… take them, I don’t care. I’ll get others. Sri-
nas—”
 “They can’t do anything for you.”
 His lip curled. He hissed, “Blood on 
your hands.”
 Absurdly, she laughed. Kind of him to 
think that her hands weren’t bloodied al-
ready. 
 “Murderer.” He spat the word. 
 Murderer? She’d never thought of it 
like that. It wasn’t as though she wielded the 
weapon that brought them to an unfortunate 
end. She merely waited until nature took its 
brutal course.
 “I do what has to be done,” she allowed. 
“These pieces of tech are more valuable to me 
than they are to you. We need them more.”

 “You don’t … get to make … that deci-
sion,” he said between wheezing breaths.
She thought of him in his walled-off city, 
raising children who could play outside, 
with proper suits on so that they wouldn’t 
get sick. Or, at least, so they wouldn’t get sick 
as fast as children did on the Outside. Chil-
dren who, unlike Batya, wouldn’t die painful 
deaths.
 “I think I do,” she said softly. 
 “Srinas has a hospital,” he wheezed, in 
one last fit of desperation. “If I could … get 
there. They can help. Get me … far as the 
gates. When I’m better, I’ll get you … what-
ever you want. Hazmat suits … water … 
food … whatever you need.”
 It was a lie, and they both knew it. If 
Kian had those resources available to him, 
he wouldn’t be dying now in a field ten kilo-
meters from home. He would have bought 
his way into Srinas long ago, the way the rest 
of its citizens did.
 “I can make it fast.” She thought of what 
she had with her in her pack—sedatives and 
painkillers. Not enough for a fatal dose of ei-
ther, but enough to leave him unaware and 

senseless as she smothered him. 
 His hand fell from her shirt. 
 “Monster.” 
 “I only wish I had become one five years 
ago.” Or, better yet, if she had thought to do 
this back when the Collapse first happened, 
when working technology became so scarce 
that her mother’s jewelry only fetched them 
pennies, but selling the parts from a func-
tional toaster would feed them for a month.
 If she’d been a little more ruthless then, 
maybe Batya would have lived. 
 If. Maybe. Perhaps.
 If it put food in her people’s bellies, then 
so be it. She was a monster.
 His strength was flagging, what little of 
it was left. She heard the death rattle in his 
chest, saw red spittle erupt at the corners of 
his mouth. 
 “Srinas …” he hissed on the final ex-
hale. “Save …” 
 Aliyah sat there for a long time after his 
face went slack, until his body cooled and 
started to stiffen. By that time, her own joints 
ached with the cold. Stiffly, she removed 
the artificial eye, wrapped it in a cloth, and 
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stowed it in the bottom of her sack. She did 
one final scan for tech, on the off-chance he 
had a pacemaker or artificial hip, and was 
relieved when the scanner showed nothing. 
She hated having to cut into bodies to sal-
vage viable mech.
 It seemed wrong to leave his body like 
this, out in the open, but she shook off the 
feeling. She had nothing with which to dig a 
grave, and no stones to cover him. The wild-
life would find him anyway, pick his bones 
clean and scatter them across the landscape. 
Summer’s acid rains would dissolve and wash 
away what was left, the same as it would do 
for any of them.
 He might have been born behind the 
protective walls of a town, but on this planet, 
everyone died the same.
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September
The green and dripping of the Oregon 

coastal mountains was where I got 
fucked for the first time, which is not at all 
metaphorical—and that used to be diffi-
cult for me. But soldiers—the pirates of old 
Blackbeard and the American icons of to-
day—they rape and pillage, so it stands to 
reason that rape and pillage must necessari-
ly be a part of our lives from the beginning. 
So fair warning: this is the one in which I get 
fucked, but then, so does Chance. This part 
has to be told. I can get to the war later, but 
this part has to be told. After all, good things 
come to those who wait, and all that. Chance 

Matthew Sterner-Neely

used to tell me that when I was going down 
on him. He said that and he said that every-
thing has a purpose, even my mouth. We 
spoke like that to each other sometimes—in 
platitudes—platidudes, Chance would say. 
He told me about my mouth’s divine pur-
pose, and I told him that when God shuts a 
door, he throws you in the middle of a God 
damned highway in southeast Oregon with 
blood and a scalp that looks like the one in 
the back seat of that HMMWV and then, 
maybe, he opens a window to let some of the 
copper taste out. 

inBeginning
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 We met at a skating rink in Atheria 
when we were 5 or 6. He told me where to 
go and what to do, and I was just fine with 
that. We were fast friends. In those first 
years, my mom bought us canteens from the 
Army thrift store on Main Street, and his 
mom bought us educational toys. When we 
were maybe 10, he showed me how to stick 
my penis between the mattress and the box 
springs of his mother’s bed. I always felt bad 
about that, not because of anything having 
to do with my penis, but because I couldn’t 
think of his mom and my penis at the same 
time. It physically hurt because she was so 
lovely. She taught 5th grade at Link Ele-
mentary, and when he went out for recess, 
I stayed in and played teacher. His mother 
dutifully played along, and after chalk and 
numbers and behavior cards, I thought it 
too shameful to think of his mother as any-
thing less than God. I wanted to be her, for 
as long as I can remember, I wanted to be 
who she was—down to the oversized glasses 
on a chain and the giant panties Chance and 

I found in her bedroom drawers. The first 
time Chance masturbated in front of me was 
with those panties, but I couldn’t ever finish. 
The panties, yes—they were beautiful—but 
not the masturbation.
 By the time we were 10, Chance was 
regularly touching me when I spent the night 
at his house. He set up the fan in the window 
in the middle of winter. He fermented apple 
cider in his closet and captured his farts in 
glass jars to leave in his brothers’ rooms. And 
he would push my head down to his penis 
on those cold winter evenings. I resisted. For 
years, I told him no, until one night when we 
were riding bikes in the summer before our 
sophomore year at Link High School. 



 Chance came before Baker. And al-
though that is double entendre, it’s definitely 
true. It is just that this is where the story be-
gins—not in the halls of Montezuma or the 
shores of Tripoli, but in the dripping green 
of the Oregon coastal mountains. Here’s 
the problem—or to fit with this particular 

theme, the punch line—I don’t even give a 
shit that Chance gets hit by the car. He’s a 
fucking coward and even though I am too, 
at least I know it. At least when I swallow, I 
swallow, which is absolutely double enten-
dre—one that I nearly choke on.
 The reason that this is hard—difficult—
is because I kinda liked going down on him. 
It was powerful, and even though he pushed 
me to blow him, I liked it after I started, and 
Jesus, that one fucks me up. Once, Chance 
told me some stupid shit about being his 
wide receiver, and that he was my tight 
end, and in some ways, his stupidity was 
far worse than his forced penis. I don’t even 
understand sports that much. But Chance 
does. Chance knows all about footballs and 
downs and he has busted records since he 
was in 4th grade, which is one reason why 
him getting so fucked is so tragic. I don’t re-
ally care, but I can still recognize tragedy. 



Atheria, Oregon
September 1, 1994
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 We ride our bikes to Coos Bay along 
Highway 241. We are boys when we leave 
Atheria; I am a man when I return. On this 
day in early September, I am made a man 
in more ways than one, let me tell you. On 
this day in early September, I run out of my 
house to meet Chance. I run out. In the for-
est, when he finds me with fingers and hands, 
I run out. I run out of things to say, and then 
I stop fighting it. And then, in the hospital, I 
run out of things to say again, but this time 
because there is so much between us that 
we need to say. Instead of saying it, though, 
Chance shakes his head so that only I can 
see it, and I run out. Years later, I run out of 
the room when Daley tells me she loves me 
and will never leave me; I run out into the 
middle of the parking lot and I tell her to 
leave. 
 Chance does a lot of running too—as 
when he and Daley get bombed and they fi-
nally get it. They finally get it when they see 
the blood and the body parts strewn around 
like chicken feed near the finish line in Bos-
ton, for fuck’s sake. Me and Chance—we 
are supposed to go to college together and 

then to Portland to live out our lives as drag 
queens at the Moulin Rouge—at least that’s 
what Chance says when I am going down on 
him. Afterwards, he tends to push me away 
and tell me to quit being a fag.
 So I don’t really care that Chance is my 
first fuck and my first fucked. In this—the 
first time I see blood—I mean the kind of 
blood that makes you think that this is all 
a sick joke—the first time I see that kind of 
blood was when Chance took a Chance. It 
backfired.



 A road runs from Coos Bay to Athe-
ria—the shortcut, sort of. Highway 241 
runs through Millicoma Myrtle Grove State 
Park—try saying that while your mouth is 
full, which is not double entendre, but it 
seems like it. The Coos River Highway, which 
runs next to the Coos River, eventually in-
tersects with Route 9, near S and D Road, 
and this is where Chance and I get creamed, 
but not at the same time.
 Maybe if he hadn’t said what he said, it 

wouldn’t bother me so damn much. But it 
does. Being told that I am needed inside of 
him was really strange. 
 “I need you inside of me,” he says.
 “Well doesn’t that just suck,” I say. 
 “No,” he says. “It doesn’t suck. I just 
need you inside of me.” Then, before I am 
finished, he pulls me out of him with a soft 
pop and turns me around. He pushes my 
head down and won’t let go. “You want this?” 
he asks.
 “I don’t know,” I say, still resisting that 
push. He stops pushing my head.
 “You are a scared little bitch.”
 “I am not a bitch,” I say. “I am not afraid 
of anything.”
 “Anything?” he asks.
 “Not anything,” I say.
 “Then I dare you to be a dick instead,” 
he says. “You are what you eat.”
 “Okay,” I say, and I get the fuck down. 
But then, when he’s finished, he pulls his 
shorts up and gets back on his bike and rides 
down the hill. Before he is creamed—but af-
ter me, obviously, he calls me a fucking fag-
got and looks back at me. When he does, he 
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doesn’t see the car on S and D road. I don’t 
know if the car sees him, but I doubt it. 
 The first few times that I watched 
someone get fucked I thought it was a joke. I 
would watch their arms and legs get pinned 
to different walls, or I would watch them 
get blown away, with only one leg that can 
be found, and I wonder how they are able 
to arrange such silliness. It seems silly. No 
one bleeds that damn much. Not possible. 
And then Chance gets hit by the car, and he 
bleeds that damn much.



 In the hospital, I cry about Chance. I 
cry because I don’t really understand who 
and what he is. On top of that, my jaw hurts. 
It has never done that. This Big Nurse walks 
in and I ask for some ice.
 “Why d’ya want ice?” she asks me. 
 “I was in the accident too,” I say. So I 
get ice.
 Chance comes out of surgery with his 
dignity intact and his skull not intact. 273 
stitches that I could count, and then Chance 

wakes up. He wakes up and he quite obvi-
ously doesn’t know anything about what 
happened, or so he says. As he wakes, mood 
music and dimmed lighting come on, and 
all of a sudden, Derek is talking to Mere-
dith and they come to a consensus and turn 
to us. They turn to us and they tell us that 
Shonda Rimes will screw you up, buttercup. 
She will screw you up, and then Chance will 
too, they say.



 On May 10, 2010, which is still years 
away, an article will be published in the Athe-
ria Herald about a man—a boy, really—who 
is killed during a football game two days be-
fore. 
 “Please don’t be an asshole,” I say when 
I read about this boy.
 “That the guy’s a damn pussy for dy-
ing,” he says.
 “Kinda fucked up,” I say.
 “Fucked up?” he asks. “Fuck you mean, 
‘fucked up’? He walked off the field and 
puked on the sidelines.”

 “So you gotta call him a pussy?” 
 “Then again,” he says, “I am a pussy too. 
You are what you eat, right Fuck Toy?”
 “Toy?” I ask.
 “Boy,” he says. “You are a Fuck Boy. 
Goddamn you are the epitome of idiocy.” 
He pronounces this like eh-pit-tome. “Just 
like that little bitch. He should have held it 
in with the bile and the embarrassment, and 
he shouldn’t have died the next day.” 
 “Pretty sure he couldn’t help it,” I say. 
 “Acute subdural hematomas are for 
fucking pussies, man.”
 “You can’t pronounce ‘epitome,’ but you 
know what an acute subdural hematoma is?” 
 “More like a HOMO-toma, am I right, 
Fuck Toy?”
 “You are disgusting.”
 “You’re a pussy,” he says. Or he might 
have said all this. Who knows? He will be 
with Daley in 2010, and me—I will be on 
the top of the Grand Canyon, looking down 
at the churning butterscotch river below. 
Either way, this guy did die from an acute 
subdural hematoma, and Chance will never 
play football again for this same reason. This 
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guy died that day, and Chance can die too, 
for all I care.
 Except that I do care. I care that Chance 
is sitting in a hospital bed with a hemato-
ma—a HEmotoma, Chance says, because he 
ain’t a pussy, otherwise it would be a SHE-
matoma. And then, after today, and after 
Chance takes the bandages off of his skull 
and smokes two grams of weed, he guides 
my hand into his pants and pushes it up and 
down. I squeeze just a little too hard. But he 
grips my hand harder, and what the fuck, I 
think. Basically, he is jacking himself off us-
ing my hands. And then, after it gets all over 
my hands, he tells me I know what I am sup-
posed to do now, so I get up, and I leave, only 
to come back the next night and get called a 
fag again. But this time—this time, I kind of 

like that. And that really fucks with me.



 A few months after Chance’s last sur-
gery—in the summer of 1995—we are to be 
juniors at Link HS, and it’s time for the final 
diagnosis. Chance gets the bad news about 
not being able to play.
 “So what?” he says. “At least I can still 
get my dick sucked.” He winks at me.
 “Jesus, you make me sick,” I say, and I 
am sick. But this time, it’s not because I am 
sick of him. This time it is because I know 
what he likes, and I know what I like, and 
he’s about to get what I like.
 “Jesus, little bro,” he says. “You are a 
dick.” After he is finished, this time he doesn’t 
call me a fag. In fact, for the first time, maybe 
ever, he confides in me. He lights two Ben-
son & Hedges Ultra-Light Menthol 100s—
my mother’s cigarettes—and he hands one 
to me. 
 “I think you like my mom’s smokes 
more than mine,” I say. 
 “I like your mom,” he says.

 “Your mom,” I say. And his smile drops. 
“I didn’t mean,” I say.
 “Just stop. I know you like my mom. 
Not like that, little bro. I see the way you 
look at her, like she runs this mother fucker.”
 “Word choice,” I say. And he looks at 
me like he doesn’t understand. He shakes it 
off and continues. 
 “I wish I could see what you see,” he 
says. “All I see is my old man, blowing shit 
up.”
 “Word choice,” I say. 
 “Will you shut it, bro?” he asks. He 
pauses for a moment, and I place my hand 
in his, and he holds it. “My old man was on 
Hill 881 South in Vietnam.”
 “Right. World history last year, right? 
The something offense?”
 “The Tet Offensive,” he says. “He nev-
er really came back after that. At least, that’s 
what my mom says.”
 “Your mom is something else. I always 
liked her.”
 “Jesus little bro, this ain’t about you.” I 
begin to speak. “Not everything in the world 
is about you.”

“You can’t pronounce 
‘epitome,’ but you know 
what an acute subdural 
hematoma is?” 
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 “You are.” He stands up.
 “Just fuck off, man,” he says. “You have 
made all this shit about you, and that ain’t 
right.”
 “What’s this about?”
 “Seriously?” he asks. I nod. “This is 
about my life. I am fucked. I can’t play. I can’t 
join the Army like my old man. I can’t do 
any of it.”
 “You’re serious,” I say.
 “You’re goddamn right I am serious. 
You gonna play for me? You gonna go ‘Be 
All You Can Be?’”
 “If you want,” I say. And I am serious.
 “Nah you ain’t, bro,” he says. “Despite 
all of this, you still are a fucking pussy.” I 
take a deep breath.
 “That’s the fucking pot and kettle.”
 “Don’t turn this around on me,” he says.
 “Except that you are a damn coward 
too.”
 “Me? A coward? Me, who got hit by the 
fucking car and who can’t go into the Army 
like my old man?”
 “And who can’t even admit he’s gay,” I 
say.

 “You can’t say that,” he says.
 “I can say whatever I want. I can do 
whatever you need me to.” I reach my hand 
to his pants.
 “Yeah, you’ll suck a dick, for sure,” he 
says.
 “Because you made me.”
 “I didn’t make shit,” he says.
 “Prove it,” I say.
 “What the fuck does that mean?” he 
asks. “You fucking prove it.” I laugh. He’s re-
ally funny.
 “What, like you mean I should ‘Go 
Army’ or some shit?”
 “Nah, little Fuck Toy. You couldn’t hack 
that.” I push him to the couch and I climb on 
him.
 “Watch me,” I say.



Atheria, Oregon
September, 1995
 “Come in, come in,” he says, and ges-
tures to the L-shaped couch on which I am 
going to heal my friend. Except he doesn’t 

know this yet. But I do. I sit down, and 
Chance gets me a Bud Light, except I don’t 
drink. I lick the top of the bottle, and I am 
just kidding, but then he says he likes that.
 “I like that,” he says.
 “I know,” I say.
 “Chance,” I say, “We gotta talk.”
 “Jesus, little bro, you ain’t a fag. I just 
thought you liked that.”
 “No,” I say. 
 “Then what?”
 “I mean,” I begin. And then I stop. I 
stop and all I can see as I look back and forth 
from one of his eyes to the other—all I can 
see is that broken record in the fall of 1996—
the one in which he breaks 15 minutes for 
running 5Ks, and then I am back. I am back 
and he has to know that, so I show him.
 “No,” I say. “I am a fag, I guess.” And I 
smile a little for being proud of this—just a 
tiny bit. “I am a fag, but more than that, so 
are you.”
 “Maybe I am a fag, bro,” he says. “But 
you are still a little bitch.”
 “Says the guy who won’t admit,” I be-
gin. And then I listen to what he says. May-
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be I am a fag.
 “So that leaves me,” I say.
 “Go Army,” he says.
 “No,” I say. That’s too much. I am ready 
to hit him. Hurt him. Something. I take a 
deep breath. And then I decide to hurt him. 
“If you don’t get your fucking ass off of this 
couch and do something about it,” then you 
are a fag.”
 “Dude. Bro. Man. Why you gotta bring 
a brother down,” he asks me. 
 “Because you have potential,” I say. 
“Maybe this is God opening a window.”
 “Yeah,” he says, “the last time God 
opened that fuckin’ window was when I 
crashed through it into the old lady’s car.”
 “She’s not that old,” I say. 
 “She’s a hottie, bro.”
 “Let me guess,” I say. And he nods and 
tells me the story. He says that this girl—she 
laughs every time he tells her about getting 
fucked. And about her getting fucked. I laugh 
at all the right places, and I say my “Fuck 
yeahs” and my “Dudes,” and by the time he 
gets to the part where he is about to stick it 
in her, I touch him. And I unzip him. And 

he calls me her name. And I suck harder. 
And his testicles tighten. And I touch them 
gently. And he begins to moan.
 And then I move my mouth off of his 
penis and tug down on those testicles, hard. 
And then I pull harder. I squeeze. And then, 
I stop and lean back on the couch. He doesn’t 
speak. He doesn’t say anything. His jaws 
tighten, and for a moment, I think he will 
punch me. But he doesn’t. He breathes. He 
takes a deep breath, and I sit on the couch 
and he finishes getting dressed. He says 
nothing. He puts on a light jacket and leaves. 
 “I get it bro,” he says.
 “Get what,” I say, or I would have, if he 
hadn’t shut the door.



 I sit on his couch for days and days, I 
think. I think about him breaking the record 
the following year. I think about how good 
he feels in my hands and about how I also 
want to kick him in his fucking teeth. And 
then, his phone rings from the kitchen. I 
don’t answer it. The machine picks it up, and 

Chance’s voice speaks: “Take a Chance!” the 
voice says. “Leave a message. Or don’t.” I al-
most don’t hear this, but I do hear Chance’s 
other voice—the one that ran from his apart-
ment that night.
 “Pick me up,” he cries. I pick up the 
phone. He has already hung up. I go to my 
car and leave the apartment. I know what he 
means by “Pick me up.”



 The Coos River Highway, which runs 
next to the Coos River, eventually intersects 
with Route 9, near S and D Road, and this is 
where Chance and I get creamed, but not at 
the same time. This time, rather, Chance is 
standing outside of the little mom and pop 
grocery—the one that called the police and 
the ambulance, probably from the phone 
that Chance just used. I get out of the car 
and I lean against it. I think he will kill me 
or kiss me, but he does neither. In the rain 
of 3 AM Oregon September, I fall in love. 
Not with Chance, but with his chance. This 
is where he begins to change. And he does. 
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He does change.
 The embrace is rough, like two men 
who wear leather jackets in cop movies, ex-
cept Chance’s embrace is less cop-like, and 
it’s more The Notebook-like. He holds me, 
and I hold him, and he whispers in my ear.
 “You’re not a fag,” he says. “You’re not a 
fag.”
 “Yeah,” I say. “I know.” He lets me go 
and holds my shoulders, looking at me. I still 
think he may headbutt me or something. It 
doesn’t even occur to me that this might do 
him more damage than me.
 “No,” he says. “You don’t. You don’t get 
it, because in many ways, my friend, you are 
much more damaged than me.”
 I push his hands away, or I try to, but he 
holds them. 
 “You are not a fag, and don’t ever let 
anyone tell you that.”
 “Except you, right.”
 “Naw, bro. You gotta believe me. I’m 
sorry.” I move my hands to his zipper be-
cause I know this is what he wants.
 “You have no fucking clue what I want,” 
he says. I sigh.

 “Yes I do,” I say. “Get in the car.” He 
does.
 “You are going to see some rough shit,” 
he says, and I agree. “But not for a while.”
 “No,” I say. “I won’t die for years yet.” 
We both laugh.
 “You really want to do this?”
 “I really want to do this,” I say. 
 “I do too.”
 “I wish it was the same thing,” I say.
 “Why the Army? Why a war? You real-
ly ready for that?” he asks.
 “The war won’t happen for a few more 
years,” I say. “After 9/11. Plus, I ain’t ready 
for anything. Not yet.”
 “Shit, man,” he says. “Then tell them 
you are a fag.” I laugh. 
 “My days of sucking dick wounds are 
over. Well, almost over,” I say.
 “What will you do?”
 “With my newfound freedom from 
football?” he asks. I nod. “Run. And I won’t 
stop. I will be the best.” 
 “I have no doubts,” I say. I move my 
hand to his pants. 
 “One last time?” he asks.
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 “You got it, broski.”
 “Just get the fuck down and get to 
suckin’, boy.”
 “Yes, sir,” I say. 
 And I do. I get the fuck down.
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Tony Hollums

Gravity
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Passed
The perspective is from the backseat of a VW bus, looking forward at the driver, my father. 

We had spent the day at the Fresno swap meet, checking out the endless stalls filled with 
furniture, old clothes, and boxes of crap. I’m fifteen and a hardcore punk, but today my dad is 
being nice to me anyway. He even bought me a lock-blade knife from one of the vendors, ex-
plaining that it might keep me safe one of these days and he’d prefer I always had one on me, 
just in case. 
 We’re waiting in the queue out of the parking lot and my dad is hot, tired, and grumpy. I 
can tell he’s about to start a fight with my stepmother, who’s in the passenger seat next to him 
holding my baby half-brother. Dad always gets sullen and silent right before he starts a fight 
with someone in the family. I lie low in the back, hoping his mood will blow over quickly with-
out too much damage. 
 Then a classic Central Valley monster truck with tires at least five feet high proceeds to 
enter through the exit gate, apparently failing to notice the “Severe Tire Damage” sign. The 
truck pulls forward and its humongous tires slowly deflate. The driver stops once he realizes 
he’s sinking, but it’s too late. His front tires are in shreds. 
 That’s when Dad starts in. “Hey, move your truck so we can leave!” he shouts.
 Still in shock, the monster truck guy pulls forward, doing in his back tires as well. 
 He was still blocking the exit, so my dad went at him again. “Hey, some of us want to get 
out of here!” 
 “Shut your ass us up!” the guy screams back. “Can’t you see what happened?”

Mira Martin-Parker
“You can always make something out of what you’ve been made into.”

—Jean-Paul Sartre
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 My stepmother tries reaching for my 
dad’s arm, but it’s too late. He has already 
gone frontier and grabbed the hatchet be-
tween the front seats and jumped from the 
car. 


 In the daylight, when they’re not hid-
den, I come upon them while walking 
down the street. I cross, abruptly zigzagging 
through traffic, until I’m on the other side. 
Thank God they didn’t see me. I’m safe.
 But later on, at night, I dream …
 In one of my dreams, I’m in my moth-
er’s small studio apartment in Hollywood, 
and there’s no room for me. My older broth-
er is living with her, and there’s only room 
for him. I want to shower and get dressed, 
but I can’t find my bag of toiletries. They 
must have thrown it out. They clearly want 
me to leave. And so I do. 
 In the next dream scene, I am in a hair 
salon, but I don’t have my purse. I think I 
should go home and fetch it, but I don’t have 
any keys to get in. I am wandering the streets 
barefoot. I am young again. I have nowhere 
to go and nothing with me but the clothes 

on my back.


 I remember him giving me a blow to 
the face only once. I had just turned fifteen 
and was still good at the time. I hadn’t fallen 
yet. Sure, I had a bleached Mohawk and sev-
eral piercings, but I was still innocent.
 My teachers were right about me. I was 
slow on the uptake. 


 I opened the can of tomatoes and lis-
tened to the news. This is the War and Peace 
Report … A global jihadist movement … a 
psychological, political, and religious state-
ment … material support. They are part of 
a global terrorist community … I grated the 
cheese and kept listening. It was the day be-
fore Thanksgiving. The Diestel turkey farm 
was videoed. Turkeys were being trampled to 
death, hens were stacked on each other, the 
air inside burned … I listened and grated the 
cheese. It will be lasagna again this year. La-
sagna to be thanked on Thanksgiving. Ab-
ducting young girls, a terror organization, 
reports in the U.S. Congress, there’s been a 
great deal of sensationalism … Bruce Jessen 

…James Mitchell …
 As I began chopping an onion, I won-
dered what to do.
 The woman on the radio said flour and 
sugar were the problem. I felt better. I was 
not cooking with flour or sugar. I was not 
dirt poor. I had degrees, many of them.
 The woman on the radio also said that 
if the earth stopped spinning, we’d all sud-
denly slam into a wall, and I wondered if I 
was doing the right thing. It was risky, and I 
had taken chances. It was not always peace-
ful. My train of thought broke off. My son 
shouted at me from the other room. The 
woman’s voice still came from the radio. 
Then I dropped the spoon, tipped the cup, 
and spilled the coffee. One of my thoughts 
hit the wall and fell over backwards. Final-
ly something came through. A pop-up story 
made its appearance. I grabbed the rest of 
the pieces, falling …


 I am eleven and sitting outside my dad’s 
studio apartment in Santa Monica. It’s sum-
mer and we’ve just finished having a barbe-
cue with the neighbors. My dad has thrown 
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some old Turkish kilims on the grass and is 
sitting cross-legged in the middle of them 
watching the fire die down in his home-
made grill. His eyes are glassy from smok-
ing pot. “Mira bai,” he calls out, “come and 
sit with me.” I do as he says and kneel down 
across from him. Then he proceeds to look 
me steadily in the eyes. I want to go back to 
playing in my fort under the peach tree. I 
feel uncomfortable locked in his gaze, but I 
am afraid to say no because of his temper. 
Not long before this he broke my stepmoth-
er’s jaw in front of me and my half-sister. 
Where is my brother? I think. Why doesn’t he 
have watery eye contact with him instead of 
me? Why is it always me? Where’s my annoy-
ing little half-sister? Why doesn’t he have wa-
tery eye contact with her and leave me alone? 
She’s old enough now. Where are you, Sister? 
It’s your turn to deal with Dad and his weird 
glassy eyes. I don’t want to sit here anymore. 
I want to get up and leave, but I don’t want 
him to be mad at me. I’m afraid of him, and 
I want him to buy me a new pair of pants 
and a shirt before he takes my brother and 
me home to our mother’s. I need clothes 

and I can’t ask her for any. No way. She has 
no money. And oh my God, she would be 
pissed if I asked her for anything. I never ask 
her for anything because I know how angry 
she gets. 
 Dad has money—especially after he 
sells a Persian tribal rug to a client. Then 
he has lots of money. He may be a weirdo 
and live in a one-room apartment filled with 
books on the kabbalah and alchemy, and 
have long hair held back in the front a with a 
heart shaped clip, and carry a leather purse 
covered with Native American fringe, but at 
least he drives a cool tan Corvette and has 
money every now and then. 
 Finally, he smiles and dismisses me. I 
leap from the scratchy rug and run back to 
my fort, closing the flap behind me. I made 
the fort myself. It’s my very own space and 
no one can come inside. No one.


 I am nineteen. It is early evening in 
Fresno, and my mother and I are at a chain 
restaurant on Blackstone Boulevard after 
having bathed at a nearby gym. My dad 
hasn’t paid the propane bill and there’s no 

hot water at his house. My mother is without 
a job and homeless, staying with us at Dad’s 
though they’ve long been divorced.
 The restaurant has an all-you-can-eat 
salad bar, and we discreetly fill our purses 
with whatever food we can stuff inside with-
out creating too much mess. Our hands ca-
sually drift under the table as we drop cher-
ry tomatoes, small, unopened avocados, 
little packets of crackers, and wrapped pats 
of butter into our handbags. 
 After eating, we pay the bill and head 
out to the parking lot where my 1963 Mer-
cury Comet with the coat hanger antennae 
waits obediently. Before climbing in and 
heading for happy hour at Estrada’s, some 
sort of gremlin possesses me, and I grab 
several small avocados from my purse and 
begin hurling them into the air. My mother 
starts chucking bread slices at me. Soon the 
asphalt surrounding us is littered with toma-
toes and hardboiled eggs. 
 We don’t talk about it afterwards. We 
don’t ask ourselves what the hell just hap-
pened. No. Instead we get into my car and 
head towards downtown. In silence.
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 A postcard arrived. I recognized my 
father’s curly, cursive script. If I didn’t turn 
it over, I wouldn’t have to read it. I could’ve 
turned it over and quickly glanced at what it 
says but I promised myself no more of that. I 
didn’t read it, but I did take a peek. I flipped 
the card over long enough to catch, “you 
need to take a look in the mirror,” then I tore 
it into small bits and tossed it straight into 
the recycling bin. 


 “We ought to start saving a dowry for 
you,” Dad says out of the blue one day when 
I’m twelve. Not a college fund, but a dowry. 
Does he know how absurd this sounds since 
neither of my parents are capable of saving 
a nickel? He rarely sends my mother child 
support, and we barely have food and cloth-
ing. My brother and I never hear the end of 
it from our mother. “Your father is such a 
flake. He’s had so many opportunities and 
he’s blown every one of them. He ruined my 
life!” 
 Wanting to set aside money for a dowry 
sounds insane. How random and insulting a 

notion. It’s not as if I need to be married off 
any time soon. And who the hell has dow-
ries nowadays? It was archaic and tribal and 
so like my dad. He’d probably trade me for a 
camel if he could get away with it.


 A year ago I made the mistake of pick-
ing up the phone instead of letting it go to 
voicemail. I never pick up anymore, but 
I happened to be expecting a call. When I 
answered, Dad immediately started singing 
Happy Birthday. I hung up without saying 
anything. My birthday wasn’t for another 
month.


 I have to be careful not to call her Moth-
er. We tell everyone we’re cousins, and if I 
accidentally let the word slip out, she would 
be pissed. At night I dress up so I look old 
enough to get into clubs and bars with her. 
She likes it when I darken my eyes with a 
black pencil, but she laughs when I extend-
ed my lower lip with a burgundy liner. “You 
have Afro Sister lips,” she’d say. She’s in a per-
formance art band called the Afro Sisters.
 I am visiting her in Hollywood where 

she lives at the Karnak Apartments, her good 
friend Kayle has a studio downstairs.
 “She has guys coming in and out of 
there,” he tells me, referring to my mother. 
He’s lying on the floor, all six feet of him tak-
ing up half his apartment. There are other 
people there, too, and he’s drinking vodka 
with orange juice. 
 “She has so many boyfriends,” he says, 
laughing. 


 I stood rinsing the fresh Atlantic salm-
on at the sink. I had my husband’s mini pli-
ers in my hand and was carefully rubbing 
each inch of the fish, checking for the small 
rubbery spikes. 
 No bones will choke my husband or son. 
I will clean them all. I will get every one of 
them. It is my duty. Nothing will harm my 
family. Nothing. I will not let anything bad 
happen to us. 
 Every now and then I glanced out the 
window overlooking our small courtyard. 
Beyond it I could see into the stairwell lead-
ing up to our apartment. 
 I will get all of them. Nothing gets past 
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me. Nothing.


 “Your ancestors are trying to commu-
nicate with you,” my acupuncturist told me 
as I lay upon her table filled with needles. 
She was sitting behind me and rubbing my 
ears. “Listen carefully,” she said. “Listen to 
what they are saying.”


 My mother considered herself to be 
from a “good family.” Her father was the 
only son of a wealthy Chicago banker and 
her mother was the daughter of a California 
State’s Attorney. She used to brag that each 
of her five sisters had at least a master’s de-
gree. I suspect she enjoyed conjuring up the 
striking contrast between her family and my 
father’s, who were part Native American and 
came to California from Oklahoma during 
the Dust Bowl. “Your dad’s mother had all 
her kids on the kitchen table,” she used to 
say with a laugh.  


 My son makes me happy. He was on his 
bed in the other room, too tired to get up, 
but not too tired to wave his legs in the air, 

entertaining himself with his daydreams. 
My husband, son, and I all got sick at the 
same time, but I had to care for them even 
though I felt like shit. They are mine and I 
love them.
 I cared for them with food, and I pre-
pared chicken soup. I stood at the sink in my 
kitchen, picking through a mess of boiled 
chicken flesh and bones. 


 Another postcard arrived today. I was 
checking the mailbox after returning home 
from doing our weekly shopping, and there 
it was. I folded it in half and walked it to the 
recycling bin in the garage. “I’m sorry Me-
her Baba,” I said, as I tossed it inside. “I just 
can’t take it anymore.” 


 Sometimes I want him to call me so I 
can have the pleasure of pulling the phone 
cord out of the wall while he’s still speaking. 


 I made excuses to my husband after 
he complained about my mother’s behav-
ior when she visited us in New York. I said 
things like, “She has an unusual sense of hu-

mor,” and “She enjoys challenging bourgeois 
social norms,” and other stupid shit like that. 
The truth was I had no idea why she acted 
the way she did. Why she deliberately drew 
attention to herself in public. Why she took 
the tortilla from the to-go box she was car-
rying and put it on her head while crossing 
a street in midtown. 


 I’m in a crowded, smoke-filled bar in 
San Francisco’s Tenderloin neighborhood 
in the early evening with my mother. I’m 
seventeen. We’re meeting a lady she knows 
from Los Angeles, where she’s living. Sneak-
ing into the bar was surprisingly easy—I’m 
a short, punk girl and don’t look anywhere 
near drinking age. The place is full of people 
taking advantage of the special happy hour 
prices on beer, and it doesn’t take me long 
to get tipsy. We leave with the girl and her 
boyfriend to go and hang out at his place. 
The boyfriend has a small sports car, and my 
mother and I squeeze into the backseat. They 
have no idea we’re mother and daughter 
since we told them we were cousins. Speed-
ing up a hill, the girl turns around and asks 
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if we want some coke. We both say no, and 
she shrugs, hunches over, and snorts. The 
boyfriend lives in a small bungalow walking 
distance from Coit Tower.
 I remember the sparkly view from his 
window and his polished hardwood floors 
and modern furniture. But I don’t remember 
how we ended up getting back to my aunt’s 
house, where we were staying. In fact, that’s 
all I remember of that entire trip to the Bay 
Area. It’s almost as if I’m making the whole 
thing up. 


 Recently, a writing class I was attending 
at San Francisco State met for its conclud-
ing session at the Edinburgh Castle, a dive 
bar in the Tenderloin popular with the liter-
ary crowd. The minute I arrived, I realized I 
had been there before. I told my classmates 
about the night with my mother when I was 
a teenager. Afterwards I found myself con-
fronted with a table full of people staring at 
me in confusion. 


 Underneath the overpass there’s some-
thing wooden that looks like a small house. 

Next to it there are garbage bags filled with 
clothes and the usual shopping carts. There 
are also tents, pit bulls, and the musty smell 
of fromage. The sky is gray. It’s been raining 
and there are a lot more of them today—
tents, dogs, droop-shouldered men, with old 
coats and dreads, walking together, doing 
the scoot along thing. A man on a bicycle 
appears. It’s wet outside, and two men wan-
der off together. Everyday there are more and 
more of them. Tents tents tents, and things 
that look like houses next to carts, barking 
dogs, and men calling out to one another. 
Everyday, there are more and more. 


 I cross the street, abruptly zigzagging 
through traffic, until I’m safely on the other 
side. 


 I’ve made it through and no one can get 
me now. 


I’ve passed.
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